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COXETER FUNCTORS WITHOUT DIAGRAMS

BY

MAURICE AUSLANDER1, MARIA INÉS PLATZECK2 AND IDUN REITEN

Abstract. The first part of this paper is devoted to a generalization of the

notion of partial Coexeter functor from diagrams to certain types of artin

rings and artin algebras. The rest of the paper is devoted to a discussion of

the connection between the various Coxeter functors which exist for dia-

grams as well as for artin rings and artin algebras.

Introduction. For the study of the representation theory of hereditary artin

algebras A in [9], [13], [17], in particular for the investigation of when A has

only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable finitely generated

modules, certain types of functors between module categories over hereditary

algebras called partial Coxeter functors and Coxeter functors played an

important role.

In this paper we develop a theory of partial Coxeter functors for an artin

algebra A with a simple projective noninjective module S. We shall not recall

the definition of the partial Coxeter functors in the diagramatic setting here

(see §5), but it is shown in [13] that such a functor S+ from mod A to

mod A', where A and A' are hereditary tensor algebras and mod A is the

category of finitely generated (left) A-modules, is left exact and has the

following properties, (i) There is a simple projective noninjective A-module S

and a simple injective nonprojective A'-module T such that S+(S) = 0 and

S+ induces an equivalence of categories between the full subcategory of

mod A whose objects are the A in mod A such that S is not a summand of A,

and the full subcategory of mod A' whose objects are the A in mod A' such

that T is not a summand of A. (ii) If 0^>A—>B->C-*0 is an exact

sequence in mod A and A has no summand isomorphic to S, then 0 —» S +(A)

-* S +(B) -» S +(C) —» 0 is exact. For left artin rings A and A', we shall call a

functor from mod A to mod A' with property (i) a left partial Coxeter

functor, and show that it must be left exact and have property (ii).

Let A be an artin algebra. We will denote by D the ordinary duality for

artin algebras, and by Tr M the transpose of the A-module Af, that is the

Aop-module defined by the exact sequence HomA(g0, A) —> HomA(Qx, A) -»
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Tr M —> 0, induced by the minimal projective presentation Qx—>Qo—>M—>

0. Let mod A and mod A denote, respectively, the category of finitely gener-

ated modules modulo projectives and the category of finitely generated mod-

ules modulo injectives. We recall that Tr induces a duality Tr: mod A

—»mod Aop, and DTt: mod A -»mod A is an equivalence of categories (see [6,

§2]). When A is hereditary then mod A is just the full subcategory mod/, A of

mod A, whose objects are the modules A with no nonzero projective

summands and mod A is the full subcategory mod/ A of mod A whose

objects are the modules A with no nonzero injective summands. So in this

case Z>Tr defines a functor from mod A to itself (see [5, §2]).

Now let A be a basic artin algebra and let 5 be a simple projective

noninjective A-module. Let P be defined by A = S HP, X = PHTr DS and

T = EndA(A-)op. In §1 we study the functor F = HomA(X, ): modA->

mod T. Under the assumption that HomA(Tr DS, A) is zero we show that F is

a left partial Coxeter functor. Since the partial Coxeter functors have turned

out to be useful in the study of the representation theory of hereditary tensor

algebras, it is hoped that these partial Coxeter functors, or more generally, the

functor F = HomA(Ar, ), even when Hom(Tr DS, A) is not zero, should be

useful. They have already been successfully applied by R. Bautista in [8], in

his study of algebras where every map between indecomposable projectives is

zero or a monomorphism. Clearly, if F = Hom(Ar, ) is a partial Coxeter

functor, then A has only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable

modules if and only if T does, whereas Bautista has shown that this is not true

in general. However, it would be interesting to know when this is true, and

also to know the class of algebras A such that after applying a finite number

of functors of the above type we reach an hereditary algebra, since much is

known about the representation theory of hereditary algebras.

The method we use is the theory of almost split sequences. We recall from
/        g

[6, §4], that for an artin ring A, an exact sequence 0 —» A -» Z? -» C -» 0 in

mod A is said to be almost split if it is not split, A and C are indecomposable

and in addition it has the following properties. Given any map h: U —* C

which is not a splittable epimorphism, there is a map t: U —» B such that

gt = h, and given any map h: A -» V which is not a splittable monomor-

phism, there is a map s: B —> V such that sf = h. It follows from the proof of

Proposition 4.1 in [6] that a nonsplit exact sequence 0 —* A —» B —> C -* 0

with A and C indecomposable is almost split if and only if given a map h:

A -» V which is not a split monomorphism, there is a map t: B -» V such that

tf = h. For an artin algebra A existence and uniqueness of an almost split

sequence 0 —> A —» B -» C —»0 for every indecomposable nonprojective A-

module C (every indecomposable noninjective A-module A) has been proven

in [6, Proposition 4.3]. It has also been proven there for artin algebras that if
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the sequence 0-»,4—>Z?—>C—»Ois almost split then A » D Tr C.

In § 1 we only need the existence of an almost split sequence 0 —» A —* B —»

C -» 0 when the module ^4 is simple projective. We also need that in this case

B is a projective A-module. These properties are known for artin algebras (see

[6, Theorem 5.5]). At the end of §1 we give an independent proof of the

existence of the almost split sequence 0—» A -» B -» C -»0 and of the fact

that B is projective for the special case when A is simple projective noninjec-

tive, and for this we only need to assume that A is an artin ring that is not

necessarily an artin algebra.

In §2 we study the notion of left partial Coxeter functors between left artin

rings defined above, and also the notion of right partial Coxeter functors. We

show that both the left and right partial Coxeter functors are unique up to

"equivalence" of functors in the following sense. For left artin rings A„ AÍ,

A2, A2 we say that two functors £,: mod A[ -»mod A'„ £2: modA2—»

mod A2 are equivalent if there are equivalences of categories u: mod A, —»

mod A2 and v. mod A', —» mod A2 such that vFx = F2u. We also show, up to

equivalence, what the left partial Coxeter functors have to look like if the first

ring is artin. In particular, the left and right partial Coxeter functors studied

in § 1 for artin algebras are the only ones up to equivalence.

In §4 we study certain functors between the module categories over

generalized triangular matrix rings. Specializing our assumptions, our func-

tors will be partial Coxeter functors. Using the results of §2 we can then

describe all left partial Coxeter functors from an artin ring to a left artin ring.

As we pointed out before, the partial Coxeter functors defined in [9], [13]

using diagrams, and also the ones defined in [14] fit into our general theory of

partial Coxeter functors. By our uniqueness result we get a strong relationship

between these various cases.

In [9] and [13] a Coxeter functor C+ from mod A to mod A', for an

hereditary tensor ring A with duality conditions (see §5 for definition), is

defined as a composite of partial Coxeter functors (see §5). In §3 we show for

an hereditary artin algebra A, not necessarily a tensor algebra, how to

construct ring isomorphisms (¡>: A -» A„ and a composition of partial Coxeter

functors £„•••£,: mod A —> mod An such that <££„ •••£, = £> Tr, where

<j>: mod A„ —» mod A is the equivalence of categories induced by the isomor-

phism 0: A -» A„. This does not mean, however, that a given Coxeter functor

C + is isomorphic to the functor D Tr for hereditary tensor algebras. In fact,

it is not possible to prove this, because we show that C+ is not uniquely

defined up to isomorphism, since it depends on the choice of certain bimod-

ule isomorphisms. However, it has been proven in [10] that there is a special

choice of these isomorphisms such that the corresponding functor C+ is

isomorphic to D Tr.
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The connections of our work with the diagrama tic results of [9] and [13] are

studied in §5. We also prove in this section that for an artin hereditary tensor

ring with duality conditions any Coxeter functor C + is isomorphic to Z),Tr,

for some duality Dx, but there might be dualities Z), such that Z),Tr is not

isomorphic to any Coxeter functor C +.

We shall only be dealing with basic left artin rings. This is no loss of

generality since every left artin ring is Morita equivalent to a basic left artin

ring. Further we have that if two basic left artin rings are Morita equivalent,

they are isomorphic.

1. Functors and endomorphism rings. Throughout this paper we shall

assume that all artin rings are basic, that is, the ring modulo its radical r is a

product of division rings.

Let A be an artin algebra, that is, an artin ring which is a finitely generated

module over its center, which is also an artin ring, and denote by mod A the

category of finitely generated (left) A-modules. Assume that A has a simple

projective module S which is not injective and denote by P the direct sum of

one copy of each of the other indecomposable A-modules. Let further

X = Tr DSJIP, where D denotes the ordinary duality between mod A and

mod Aop, and Tr denotes the transpose. Let T = EndA(Ar)op, and denote by F

the functor HomA(A', ) = (X, ) from mod A to mod T. Denote by (3 = Qs the

full subcategory of mod A whose objects are the A in mod A such that

HomA(A, S) = 0, in other words the A in mod A having no summand

isomorphic to S. We shall also let F denote the restriction functor from 6 to

mod T. For a simple injective nonprojective T-module T, denote by €) = ^T

the full subcategory of mod T whose objects are the B in mod T such that

HomT(T, B) is zero, that is, the B in mod T having no summand isomorphic

tor.

In this section we shall study the functor F: mod A -^ mod T, and relation-

ships between the rings A and T. We also study a certain type of right exact

functors G = Y ® : mod T —» mod A, having properties "dual" to the

properties of F.

More specifically, we show that F: Q —> mod T is a fully faithful functor.

Under the assumption that (Tr DS)* = HomA(Tr DS, A) is zero, we show

that T = ExtA(A\ S) is a simple injective T-module and that F induces an

equivalence of categories between Gs and ^)T. We go on to study some of the

relationships between the algebras A and T. We show that if A is hereditary

then T is. Actually, we show more generally that gl. dim. A — 1 < gl. dim. T

< gl. dim. A and that gl. dim. A = gl. dim. T if idA S < gl. dim. A, where

idA S denotes the injective dimension of S, or if (Tr DS)* = 0. We also show

that if (Tr DS)* = 0, then A is a factor of an hereditary algebra if and only if

Tis.
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We end the section with a construction of an almost split sequence

0->S—>Q->K—>0, when S is a simple projective noninjective module over

an artin ring A, which is not necessarily an artin algebra.

We start out with some preliminary results.

Lemma 1.1. Let A be in mod A. Then ExtA(Tr DS, A) = 0 if and only if A is

in es = e.

Proof. This follows directly from [6]. However, for the convenience of the

reader we outline a proof. Let A be indecomposable in mod A. If A = S, we

have an almost split sequence 0 -* S -+ E —> Tr DS -» 0, so that

Ext'(Tr DS, S) ^ 0. Assume that A is not isomorphic to S, and assume that

there is some nonsplit exact sequence 0 -» A -» B -» Tr DS -» 0. Then we

have a commutative diagram

0^>A^>B^>TtDS^>0

ii U ||
0^>S^>E^>TtDS-*0

where the bottom sequence is almost split. Since i must be zero because S is

simple projective, it follows that the bottom sequence splits, which is a

contradiction.

Lemma 1.2. Let 0—»/l-»Z?^>C^>0 6ean exact sequence in mod A.

(a) If A is in 6, then 0 -» (X, A) -+ (X, B) -h» (X, C) -> 0 is exact.

(b) If B is in QandO^>(X,A)-> (X, B) -> (X, C) -» 0 is exact, then A is in

e.

Proof. Consider the long exact sequence 0 —> (A', A) -» (X, B) —» (X, C) -»

Ext^X A) -+ ExtA(X, B). By Lemma 1.1, Ext^X, A) is zero, and B is in (2 if

and only if Ext^X, B) is zero. Hence both (a) and (b) follow.

Lemma 1.3. Let A be an artin algebra, Y some finitely generated A- module,

T = EndA( Y)°p, and F = (Y,): mod A -> mod T.

(a) F induces an equivalence of categories between add( Y), whose objects are

the summands of finite sums of copies of Y, and the category of finitely

generated projective T-modules.

(b) The restriction of F to the full subcategory of mod A whose objects are the

M such that there is an exact sequence Yx —» Y0 -» M —» 0, with Y0, Yx in

add( Y) with the property that (Y, Y0) -+(Y, Yx) -» (Y, M) -»0 is exact, is

fully faithful.

See [4, §1] and [2, Proposition 3.2] for the proof.

We can now prove the following.

Proposition 1.4. Let the notation be as given before the previous lemmas.

Then F: G —» mod T is a fully faithful functor.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.3 it is enough to show that if M is in 6, then there is

an exact sequence X2 -» Xx —» Af —» 0 with X2, Xx in add(A"), such that

F(X2) -» F(XX) -» F(M) -h> 0 is exact.

Since M is in 6, it is clear that the projective cover P of M has no

summand isomorphic to S. Hence we have some epimorphism /: X' —» M

with X' in add(X). It is easy to see, by using that HomA(Ar, M) is a finitely

generated module over the center of A, that we have some epimorphism /:

Xx -» M with Xx in &áá(X) such that F(XX) -+ F(M) -» 0 is exact. By Lemma

1.2(b) we have that, since Xx is in &, K = Ker(/) is in 6. As above we choose

an epimorphism g: X2^> K with X2 in add(X), such that F(X2) -» Z^) —> 0

is exact. Then X2 -h> Xx -^ M -^ 0 has the property that F(X2) -> /LY,) -»

F(M) -» 0 is exact, by Lemma 1.3(b). This finishes the proof of the proposi-

tion.

To prove a dual result we introduce the following notation. Assume that a

basic artin algebra T has a simple injective module T which is not projective.

Let Z denote the direct sum of one copy of each of the other indecomposable

injective T-modules. Let Y denote the r°p-module Z>(Z)HTr(r), and let

A = End( Y). Denote by G the functor Y <8> from mod T to mod A, and

also its restriction to tf)T = ty. We then have the following.

Proposition 1.5. Let the notation be as above. Then G: ^ -»mod A is a

fully faithful functor.

Proof. Let F: mod rop -► mod Aop be the functor Horn^Tr TUD(I), ).

Here Tr T = Tr D(DT), where D(T) is a simple projective r°p-module and

D(I) is the direct sum of one copy of each of the other indecomposable

projective rop-modules. Let M be in mod T. By [11, p. 119], we have a natural

isomorphism

DG(M ) = Z)((Tf TUD(I )) <8>r M )

« Homr(Tr TUD(I), D(M)) = FD(M).

If we consider this isomorphism an identification, we then have a commuta-

tive diagram:

mod T     -^     mod r°p

Gl F[

mod A     -S.     mod Aop

Since we know from Proposition 1.4 that F: ßD(r> —» mod Aop is fully faithful,

it follows that G: fyT -> mod A is fully faithful.

Before we give the main result of this section we need some more pre-

liminary results.
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Lemma 1.6. Let 0 -» S —» Q —* Tr DS —» 0 be the almost split sequence in

mod A. Then:

(a)/ is a projective cover.

(b) The induced sequence of T-modules 0 —» (X, Q) —» (X, Tr DS) —»

Ext^A", S) —» 0 /s exact and is a minimal projective presentation for

ExtA(A\ S).

(c) T = ExtA(A", S) is a simple T-module.

Proof. Since S is simple projective we know from [6, Theorem 5.5], that we

have an almost split sequence 0 —» S —» Q —» Tr Z)5 -» 0, where Q -» Tr Z>S is

a projective cover. We also know from [7, Theorem 2.4], that in an almost

split sequence no end term is isomorphic to a summand of the middle term.

Hence S is not isomorphic to a summand of Q. By Lemma 1.1 we then have

ExtA(Tr DS, Q) = 0, and consequently ExtA(A", Q) = 0. Since also (X, S) =

0, we have the exact sequence 0^(A', Q) -4 (X, Tr DS) -i ExtA(A", S)-»

0. Since 0 -» 5 —» Ö -* Tr Z)S —» 0 is almost split, we have from [6, Proposi-

tion 3.1], that ExtA(A", S) is a simple T-module. The given projective resolu-

tion of T is minimal because (X, Tr DS) is indecomposable. Therefore (a),

(b) and (c) have been proven.

Lemma 1.7. If (Tr Z)5)* = 0, rnen End(Tr DS)op is a division algebra.

f        g
Proof.   Let  0 -» S —» Q —» Tr Z)S -»0  be  an  almost  split  sequence.

Assume that there is a nonzero morphism n: Tr DS -» Tr DS which is not an

isomorphism. Then there would be a nonzero morphism t: Tr DS —> Q such

that gt = h. Since (Tr DS)* = 0 and g is projective, we have a contradiction.

Hence every nonzero morphism h: Tt DS —>Tt DS is an isomorphism, so

that End(Tr DS)op is a division algebra.

Lemma 1.8. Assume that (Tr DS)* =0.Ifa: (X, Tr DS) -» (A', JT,), win Ar,

/n add(A"), is a nonzero morphism, then a is a split monomorphism.

Proof. Since A", is in add^), we have A", = QU(Tt DSJ, where Q is

projective, r > 0 and (Tr £»S)° = 0. Given a: (X, Tr 05) -» (A", A^), there is

by Lemma 1.3 a morphism a,: Tr DS -» A", = (?H(Tr Z)S)r in mod A such

that (A", ax) = a. Since (Tr DS)* = 0, we have Im a, C (Tr Z)5)r. There is

then a morphism (Tr Z)S)r —» Tr DS1 such that the composite morphism

Tr DS -» (Tr DS)r -» Tr DS is not zero. Since, by Lemma 1.7, End(Tr DS)op

is a division algebra, a,: Tr DS —» (Tr DSJ is a split monomorphism, so that

a = (X, ax): (X, Tr DS) -» (A", A^) is a split monomorphism.

Lemma 1.9. If (Tr Z)5)* = 0, then the simple T-module T = Ext'(A", S) is

injective.
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Proof. To prove the lemma it is enough to show that every monomorphism

a: T-+ N splits, where A is in mod T. So let a: T-* N be a monomorphism.

Let (X, Xx) —» A be a projective cover, where A", is in add(A"). Then we have

a commutative diagram:

(A", Tx DS)     ->     T     -»    0

iß I«
(X,XX)        ->     A     ->    0

Since ß is not zero, it is a split monomorphism by Lemma 1.8. Hence the

composite morphism (A", Tr DS) -» (A", A",) —» N —» N/tN is not zero, where

rA denotes the radical of the module A. This means that T —» A -» A/rA is

not zero. It follows that a is a split monomorphism, and this shows that T is

injective.

Lemma 1.10. Let N be indecomposable in mod T. Then there is some M in

mod A and a nonnegative integer r such that there is an exact sequence

0 -> rr -► A -» (A", Af ) -> 0.

s
Proof. Let (A", A"2) -» (A", A',) -» N -» 0 be a minimal projective presenta-

tion for A in mod T, where A", and A"2 are in add(A"). Consider the exact

sequence X2 -> Xx -* Af-»0 in mod A, where n: X2-*XX is such that

F(h) = s. Let L = Ker(g) and let 0^ AT-» A"2 -» L -»0 be exact. Then

0 -> (A", K) -» (X, X2) X (X, L) -» ExtA(A", K) is exact. But by Lemma 1.1,

ExtA(A", K) ss TJ, where y is the multiplicity of S as a summand of K. Hence,

Coker(i) ss Tr, for some r < j. Since L is clearly in Q, we have by Lemma 1.2

an exact sequence 0 -» (A", L) -» (A", A",) -» (A", M) -* 0. We then have a

commutative diagram:

0

1
0     -»    (A-,A-2)/(A-,/0

4
0     -» (A-, L)

Tr

i

0

Hence Ker(«) = Tr, that is, we have the exact sequence 0 -» T' -+

N -^ (X, M) -» 0, as desired.

We are now ready to prove the main results of this section.

-»     (A", A",)     -» A -^    0

II i«
-*     (A, A",)     **    (X,M)     -»    0

0
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Theorem 1.11. Let Abe a basic algebra with a simple projective noninjective

A-module S, such that (Tr DS)* = 0. Let X = PHTr DS, where P is given by

A = PUS. Let T = EndA(A")op and consider the functor F - HomA(Ar, ):

mod A —> mod T. Then T = ExtA(A\ 5) is a simple injective T-module, and F

induces an equivalence of categories between the full subcategory Q = Qs of

mod A whose objects are the A in mod A not having S as a summand, and the

full subcategory ty = tf)T of mod T whose objects are the B in mod T not

having T as a summand.

Proof. By Proposition 1.4 we know that the restriction of F to C is fully

faithful, and by Lemma 1.9 we know that T = ExtA(A", S) is a simple

injective T-module. Let now A be an object in 6D. By Lemma 1.10 there is

then some exact sequence 0 —» Tr —» A —> (A", M) —» 0. Since T is injective

and cannot be a summand of A, we have an isomorphism A —» (A", M). This

finishes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 1.12. Let T be a basic artin algebra with a simple injective

nonprojective module T such that (Tr T)* = 0. Let I denote the sum of one copy

of each of the other indecomposable injective F-modules. Let Y = D(I )HTr T,

and A = Endr( Y). Then S = Tor[( Y, T) is a simple projective A-module and

the functor G = Y <8» : mod T -+ mod A induces an equivalence of categories

between ty = tyj. and 6 = &s.

Proof. This follows directly from the proof of Proposition 1.5 and from

Theorem 1.11. We only need to point out that Ext[( Y, DT) is a simple

injective Aop-module and that D(ExtlA(Y, DT)) = Tor[(7, T) = S by [11, p.

120].

We point out that if A is an hereditary basic artin algebra which is not

semisimple, there is always some simple projective noninjective A-module S

and, since submodules of projective modules are projective, the condition

(Tr DS)* = 0 automatically holds. Since this is an important special case of

Theorem 1.11 we formulate it as a special result.

Proposition 1.13. Let A be a basic hereditary artin algebra and S a simple

projective noninjective A-module. With the previous notations, T = Ext^A", S)

is a simple injective A-module, and F = HomA(A", ): mod A -^mod T induces

an equivalence of categories between Gs and tyj-. Further, T is again hereditary.

Proof. In view of our above results, we only need to prove that T is

hereditary. This will be a consequence of the first part of the next lemma,

since we know that pdrr = 1.

We shall now investigate the connection between the algebras A and T with

respect to global dimension and with respect to the property of being a factor

of an hereditary artin algebra.
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Lemma 1.14. Let, as before, A be a basic artin algebra with a simple

projective noninjective module S, X = PHTr DS, T = EndA(A')op. Let M be

an indecomposable A-module not isomorphic to S.

(a) pdAM - 1 < pdr(A\ M ) < pdAAf.

(b) If idAS < pdAM or if (Tr DS)* = 0 and M is not isomorphic to Tr DS,

then pdr(A\ M ) = pdAM.

Proof, (a) For / > 1, let ß'Af be defined by the exact sequence 0 -» ß'Af -»

Pi-l-*' ■ ■ -> P0-> M-h>0, where P,_, -» • • • -*■ P0-> Af -»0 is part of a

minimal projective resolution for M. Write ß°Af = Af. We first prove that if

B is a A-module such that (A", fl'Zi) ̂  0, then pd(A\ B) = pd(A", ß'fi) + 1.

To see this, consider the exact sequence 0 -> ß'Z? -» P0 -» Zf -» 0. We can

clearly assume that B has no nonzero projective summand, and hence P0 can

have no summand isomorphic to 5. We then have ExtA(A", P0) = 0 by

Lemma 1.1, and consequently an exact sequence

0 -* (X, ß'Zi) -» (A-, P0) -» (A", B) -* ExtA(A", ß'5) -» 0.

This gives rise to the exact sequences

0 -» (A", SllB) -* (X, P0) -* A -> 0

and

0 -> A -» (A", B) -» ExtA(A", ß'fi) -» 0.

Since by our assumption (X, ß'Z?) ^ 0, it is easy to see, using that (X, ):

Q -» mod r is fully faithful, that 0 -► (X, &B) -» (A", P0) is not a split mono-

morphism, so that A is not projective, and hence pd A = pd(A", ß'Z?) + 1. By

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.6 we have that if ExtA(A", fi'Zi) ^ 0, then pd Ext^A*, ß'Zi)

= 1. Since pd A > 1, we get that pd A = pd(A", B), so that pd(A\ B) =

pd(A", ñ'5) + \.îf(X,B)^0 and (A", ß'fi) = 0, we would get pd(A", B) < 1.

Assume now that M is an indecomposable A-module not isomorphic to S.

If M is projective we have pd(Ar, A/) = 0 = pd Af. Assume now that pdAAf

= n > 1. For i < n ß'Af is then not projective, so that (A", ß'Af) ^ 0. By

repeated application of the above we then get that pd(A", Af) =

pd(AT, n"-'Af) + n - 1, and if also (X, ñ"Af) =É 0, we get pd(Ar, Af) =

pd(A\ B"Af ) + n = 0 + n = n. If (X, Ü"M) = 0, it follows from the above

that pd(A", ñ""'Af) < 1, so that n - 1 < pd(A", Af) < n. If pd Af = oo, we

clearly have (A, ß'Af) ¥= 0 for all i, so that pd^, Af) = pd(A", ß'Af) + i > i

for all /', and consequently pd(A\ Af) = oo. This finishes the proof of (a).

(b) Let now Af be an indecomposable A-module not isomorphic to S, so

that (X, M) is not zero. Assume that pd Af = n and pd(A", Af) =£ n. By the

above, we must then have n > 1 and (A", fi"Af ) = 0. Since fi"Af ^ 0, we must

then have S|ß"Af, and hence ExtA(M, S) ¥= 0. This shows that idAS > n.
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Further, if pd(A", Af ) =£ n, we also see by the above that we must have

pd(A", ß"_,Af) = 0. Since ß"~'Af is not projective, this means that

Tr Z)S|ß"-1Af. If n > 1, Tr DS is a submodule of P„_2, and hence (Tr DS)*

¥= 0. If n = 1, Tr DS « Af = ß°Af. This finishes the proof of (b).

We use the above lemma to get the following relationship between the

global dimensions of A and T.

Proposition 1.15. Let A be a basic art in algebra with a simple projective

noninjective module S, and let X, T, T and F be as before.

(a) gl. dim. A — 1 < gl. dim. T < gl. dim. A.

(b) If idAS < gl. dim. A or if (Tr DS)* = 0, then gl. dim. A = gl. dim. T.

Proof. If A is an indecomposable T-module, there is by Lemma 1.10 an

exact sequence 0 -» Tr -» A -» (X, M) —» 0 with Af in mod A. Since pdTT =

1, we have pdrA < max(l, pdr(A", Af)), hence pdrA < pd^A", Af), for if

(A", Af ) is projective, then A = (A", Af ). The desired result is then a direct

consequence of Lemma 1.14.

An example of an artin algebra A such that gl. dim. T = gl. dim. A — 1 is

A =
K 0 0
K K 0
0     K    K

where K is a field. Here gl. dim. A = 2, S is the unique simple projective

A-module and

r =
K 0 0
K K 0
K    K    K

which has global dimension 1.

We next study the relationship between A and T with respect to being

factors of hereditary artin algebras. For this we shall use that A is a factor of

an hereditary algebra if and only if the following condition holds. Given an

infinite chain • • • —» Z>„ -»/*„_ i -*•••-»• P] —» P0 of nonzero morphisms

between indecomposable projective modules, there is some i such that/n is an

isomorphism for n > i (see [19]).

Proposition 1.16. Let A be a basic artin algebra with a simple projective

noninjective module S, and let X, T, T and F be as before.

(a) If T is a factor of an hereditary algebra, then A is.

(b) If (Tr DS)* = 0 and A is a factor of an hereditary algebra, then T is.

Proof, (a) Assume that T is a factor of an hereditary artin algebra, and

consider a chain • ■ • —» Pn —» Z"n_| -»•••-» Z*, -» P0 of nonzero maps

between indecomposable projective A-modules. We can assume that no P¡ is
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isomorphic to S, since otherwise fn would be an isomorphism for n > i. We

then have a chain

• • • -+(X,Pn)iXí"\x,Pn_x)^->(X,Px){X4'\x,Po)

of nonzero maps between indecomposable projective T-modules. Since T is a

factor of an hereditary artin algebra, there is some i such that (X,fn) is an

isomorphism for n > /. Hence /„ is an isomorphism for n > i. This finishes

the proof of (a).

(b) Assume that (Tr DS)* = 0 and that A is a factor of an hereditary

algebra. The proof of this part is similar, using now that there is no nonzero

map from (A", Tr DS) to (A", Q) when Q is an indecomposable projective

A-module.

Let the notation be as before Lemma 1.1. It would be interesting to know

the connection between the representation theory of A and T. In particular,

when does the fact that one of these algebras is of finite representation type

imply that the other one also is. From Proposition 1.4 it follows that if V is of

finite representation type, then A is, and it follows from Theorem 1.11 that

the converse holds if (Tr DS)* = 0. On the other hand, Bautista has given an

example showing that T may be of infinite representation type and A of finite

type.

Since a complete classification of when an hereditary artin algebra is of

finite representation type is known [13], [3], it would also be interesting to

know for which artin algebras A we reach an hereditary algebra after

applying our construction a finite number of times. By the above we know

that it is necessary that A is a factor of an hereditary artin algebra, and if A is

not hereditary it is necessary that there is a simple projective A-module S

whose injective dimension is equal to gl. dim. A.

We end this section with some comments on the possibility of generalizing

the material in this section to arbitrary artin rings (i.e. left and right artin

rings). One of the essential tools used is the existence of an almost split

sequence 0^>S—>Q^>K->0, with Q projective, when S is a simple projec-

tive noninjective A-module. While in general almost split sequences may not

exist in mod A, we can prove that an almost split sequence of the above type

exists when S is simple projective and not injective. Actually we show how to

construct this almost split sequence, and this at the same time gives a direct

approach in this special case also for artin algebras. For S simple projective

we denote S*/rS* by D'S. Note that if A is an artin algebra, then D'S =

DS.

Proposition 1.17. Let S be a simple projective noninjective module over an
r*

artin ring A, and let Q* -^ S* —» D'S —» 0 be a minimal projective presentation
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in mod Aop, where Q is projective in mod A. Then we get an almost split

sequence 0 -> S -U Q -h> Tr D'S -» 0.

Proof. The sequence 0-* S-*Q —*Tt D'S —*0 is clearly exact since t is

not zero and hence a monomorphism. Also it is easy to see that it does not

split. Let now j: S -» U be a map which is not a split monomorphism.

Assume first that U is projective. Theny'*: U* -» 5* is not a split epimor-

phism. Hence lm(j*) <ZtS*, so there is a map 9*: £/* —» Q* such that

f*9* = j*, and consequently ci = j. If (7 is not projective we have, since S is

projective, a commutative diagram

if

where/?: Z^ —» (7 is a projective cover. Since j is not a split monomorphism, /'

is not, because S is simple projective. By the above we then have a map q:

Q-* Pu such that qt = i, so that pc: (? -» (/ verifies that (/>ç)f =7. So f:

S-» g is left almost split. Since Tr D'S is indecomposable, it follows as in

the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [6], that 0-» S-» £?-»Tr Z>'S-»0 is an

almost split sequence.

On the basis of this proposition the Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and 1.7 still hold if A

is an artin ring which is not necessarily an artin algebra. We do not know

exactly how many of the other results carry over. We would also like to know

if T is necessarily left artin and if (A", ) takes mod A to mod T. If (Tr D'S)*

= 0, we shall see as a consequence of our results in §4, where we consider

related functors, that this turns out to be the case. Hence also Theorem 1.11

carries over to arbitrary artin rings.

2. General study of partial Coxeter functors. Let A be a basic left artin ring

with a simple projective noninjective module S, and T a basic left artin ring

with a simple injective nonprojective module T. Denote as before by 6 = Qs

the full subcategory of mod A whose objects are the modules in mod A

having no summand isomorphic to S, and by ^ = tyj. the full subcategory of

mod T whose objects are the objects in mod T with no summand isomorphic

to T. We define a functor F = Fs: mod A-»modT to be a left partial

Coxeter functor if F(S) = 0 and F induces an equivalence between Qs and

^j-, for a simple projective noninjective A-module S and a simple injective

nonprojective T-module T. We also define a functor G = GT: mod T —>

mod A to be a right partial Coxeter functor if G(T) = 0 and G induces an

equivalence of categories between tf)T and Gs for a simple injective nonpro-

jective T-module T and a simple projective noninjective A-module S.
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In §5 we shall study the connection with representations of diagrams,

where these concepts were originally defined. In the notation of §1, we have

seen there for an artin algebra that if (Tr DS)* = 0, then (A", ) is a left partial

Coxeter functor and that if (Tr T)* = 0, then Y ® is a right partial

Coxeter functor. So a study of left and right partial Coxeter functors in

general will give in particular more information about these functors, and this

will be used in §3.

In this section we show that a left and a right partial Coxeter functor

between artin rings is uniquely determined up to "equivalence" of functors in

the following sense. For left artin rings A, T, A', T' we say that two functors

F: mod A —» mod T and F'\ mod A' —» mod V are equivalent if there are

equivalences of categories u: mod A —» mod A' and v. mod T -» mod T' such

that vF = F'u. To prove this uniqueness we shall need some preliminary

results which will be useful also in §3. We further show that up to equivalence a

left partial Coxeter functor F is of the following type if A is artin. F = (A", ):

mod A -h> mod T, where X = PHTr D'S, P is given by SUP = A, T =

End(Ar)op and D'S is, as in §1, the simple Aop-module with the same

annihilator as S. We also show that the left partial Coxeter functors studied

in § 1 are essentially the only ones for artin algebras, and the same will be the

case for right partial Coxeter functors. In §4 we shall show that for an artin

ring (A", ) as defined above is a left partial Coxeter functor when (Tr D'S)*

= 0.

At the end of the section we get some more information about partial

Coxeter functors for artin algebras, which we shall need in §3. The reason for

the restriction to artin algebras is that we use the existence of almost split

sequences and duality.

We start out with some preliminary results.

Lemma 2.1. Let A be a left artin ring, â a full additive subcategory of

mod A. Let f: A —» B and g: B —» C be morphisms in (£.
f      g

(a) If â is closed under kernels, then 0 —» v4 —*B—» C is exact in mod A if

and only if0^>(, A)\& -h> (, B)\& -> (, C)|6B is exact, where (, V)\& denotes

the restriction of the functor (, V) to &.
j      g

(b) If &■ is closed under cokernels, then ,4 —» Z? —» C —» 0 ¿s exact if and only if

0 -* (C, )\& -+ (B, )\& -* (A, )\& is exact.

(c) If & is closed under submodules or under factor modules, then

0^>A^>B^>C-*0is exact in mod A if and only if 0 -> (, A)\â -> ( , B)\&

-+ ( , C)\& and 0 -* (C, )\& -> (B, )\& -+ (A, )\& are exact.

Proof, (a) Assume that 0 -» ( , A)\& -» ( , B)\& -» ( , C)|# is exact. Con-

sider the exact sequence of A-modules 0-»Ker(g)-» B -» C, where by
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assumption   Ker(g)  is  in   &.   We   then  have   the  exact  sequence  0-»

( , Ker(g))|(2 -*( ,B)\&^( , C)\&. Since also 0-h>( ,A)\&^>( , B)\& -*

(, C)\& is exact, we get a commutative diagram

0     ^        A U     B     4-      C

U II II
0     -+     Kerg     -h>     B     -^     C

/      g
which shows that 0-»/l—»Z?-»Cis exact. The other implication is trivial.

(b) The proof is similar to the proof of (a).

(c) Assume that 0-»( ,A)\&^>( ,B)\â-*( , C)\â and 0->(C, )!#-»

(B, )\& —>(A, )\(t are exact. Assume that â is closed under submodules.
/      g

Then it follows from (a) that 0 —» ̂4 —> Z? -» C is exact. Consider the exact

sequence 0 -► A U BiIm(g) -> 0. Then 0 -+ (Im(g), )\& -> (B, )\& ->

(A, )|6£ is exact. Since Im(g) is contained in C, Im(g) is in &. Using that

0 —» (C, )\(£ —> (B, )\& -*(A,)\& is exact we get our desired conclusion. If &

is closed under factor modules, the proof is similar. The proof of the converse

is trivial.

Lemma 2.2. Let A and A' be left artin rings, & a full additive subcategory of

mod A, &' a full additive subcategory of mod A'. Assume that & and &' are

closed under submodules or factor modules, and that there is an equivalence of

categories a: & —» &'.
S      g

(a)Letf:A -> B and g: B -> C be morphisms in &. ThenO-+A^>B^>C^>
af ag

0 is exact in mod A if and only if 0 —» aA —> aB —> aC -» 0 is exact in mod A'.

(b) Let C in & be indecomposable.

(i) If &' is closed under subobjects and projective covers then a(C) is

projective if C is projective.

(ii) If & is closed under subobjects and projective covers, then C is projective

if aC is projective.

(c) If & is closed under extensions and all the indecomposable nonprojective

objects are in é£, then C is injective if aC is injective.

(d) If & and &' are closed under subobjects and projective covers, then a can

be extended to an equivalence ax: &x —» ($,'. Here the objects of &x are the M in

mod A such that there is an exact sequence Px —» P0 -» Af —» 0 with Px, P0

projective and in &, and the objects in (£,' are defined analogously.

Proof, (a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1.

(b)(i) Assume that C is indecomposable projective and in &. Since &' is

closed under subobjects and projective covers, we have an exact sequence

0 -» aA -» aB -» aC -» 0, where aB is projective in mod A'. By (a) we then

have an exact sequence 0—»/1-»Z?—»C-»0, which must split since C is
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projective. Hence aB -» aC is a split epimorphism, which shows that aC is

projective.

(ii) The proof is analogous to the proof of (i).

(c) Let C be in & such that aC is injective in mod A'. Suppose K is

indecomposable in & and consider an exact sequence 0-»C-»ZT-»/f-»0.

By assumption E is in 6B, so that by (a) 0 —» aC -» aE -» aK -» 0 is exact.

This splits if C is injective, hence O^C—»Z:—»ZC—»0 splits. This shows that

ExtA(AT, C) = 0. Since every indecomposable object in mod A not in 6B is

projective, we conclude that ExtA( , C) is zero, which implies that C is

injective.

(d) Assume that & and &' are closed under subobjects and projective

covers. By (b) there is induced an equivalence between the full subcategory of

projective objects in & and in &', which induces an equivalence or,: (£, —» &[.

Here a, is defined in the following way. If Af is indecomposable and in &x we

have by assumption an exact sequence Px —» P0 —» Af —» 0 with Px, P0 projec-

tive and in &. We then define a,(Af) = Coker a(f). We now want to show
/       g

that a, extends a. Let C be indecomposable in &, and P,—»Pq—»C —»0 a

minimal projective presentation. By the assumption on & we know that Px

and P0 are in 61. It is then not hard to see that aPx -» aP0 -» aC —» 0 is exact,

and this finishes the proof.

We are now ready to deduce some properties about partial Coxeter

functors, in particular, to get uniqueness and a description of what they look

like up to equivalence.

We first recall that if /: A, —»A2 is a ring isomorphism, then / induces

naturally an equivalence of categories /*: mod A2 -» mod A, in the following

way. For a A2-module Af, t*(M) is the abelian group Af with the A,-module

structure induced by /. That is, Xxm = t(Xx)m, for A, in A,, m in Af.

Theorem 2.3. Let A and T be left artin rings, S a simple projective

noninjective A-module, F = Fs: mod A —» mod T a left partial Coxeter func-

tor, and let T denote the simple injective nonprojective T-module associated to F.

(a) F is left exact and if 0 —» A —» B —» C —» 0 is exact with A in G = Gs,

then 0 -» F(/l) -► F(B) --> F(C) -+ 0 is exact.

(b) If F' = F's: mod A —» mod V is a left partial Coxeter functor, then there

is a ring isomorphism t: V -» T such that we have a commutative diagram

F
mod A-» mod T

where t* is an equivalence of categories induced by f.V —» T.

(c) F has a left adjoint G which is a right partial Coxeter functor.
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(d) If A is artin, then F is equivalent to (X, ): mod A-»mod Hind(X)°p,

where P is given by A = SUP, X = PHTr D'S, and (Tr D'S)* = 0.

(e) Assume that the indecomposable injective modules over A and T are

finitely generated. Let I denote the direct sum of one copy of each of the

indecomposable injective A-modules and E the direct sum of one copy of each of

the indecomposable injective T-modules. Let Z, be an injective envelope of S,

I - Z,HZ2, E = TUEX. Then F(I) = F(IX)UEX and E = TUF^.

S       g
Proof, (a) Let 0-> A -*B—»C-»0 be an exact sequence in mod A. We

want to show that 0 -» F(A) —» F(B) —» F(C) is exact and that if A is in G,

then 0 -» F(A) -» F(B) —> F(C) -» 0 is exact. We can clearly assume that the

sequence has no split exact summands. Then it is not hard to see that B and

C must be in G. Since G is clearly closed under factor modules and ^ = fyj.

is closed under submodules, we conclude by Lemma 2.2 that if A is in G, then

0 -» F(A) -> F(B) -^ F(C) -> 0 is exact. If A is not in G we write A = AXUS'

for some / > 0. Since S is simple projective, ( , S)\G is zero, so we get the

exact sequence 0—>( ,AX)\G —»( , B)\G -»( , C)|<3. Hence we get an exact

sequence 0^>( , F(Ax))\6i -h>( , F(B))\6Í} -►( , F^))}5!). Since tyT is closed

under submodules, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 0 -» F(A,) -* F(B) —>

F(C) is exact. Since F(S) = 0 we then have that 0 -^ F(A) -> F(B) -» F(C) is

exact.

(b) Let F' = F's: mod A-»mod T' be a left partial Coxeter functor. We

want to show that there is a close connection between F' and the left partial

Coxeter functor F: mod A —» mod T.

Denote by T' the simple injective nonprojective F-module such that the

left partial Coxeter F' induces an equivalence between Gs and ^r. We have

a commutative diagram

F
mod A-> % C mod T

where a is an equivalence of categories. Since tyj- and ^j-- are closed under

submodules and contain all finitely generated projective modules, it follows

from Lemma 2.2 that a can be extended to an equivalence t*: modT—»

mod I". Since the rings are basic, t* is induced by a ring isomorphism t:

r-»r.
(c) We want to show that the left partial Coxeter functor F has a left

adjoint G which is a right partial Coxeter functor. Let ß: <>ÙT -» Gs be an

inverse equivalence, and define G as an extension of ß, by defining G(T) = 0.

It is then easy to see that F and G are adjoint functors.
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(d) We want to show that the left partial Coxeter functor F is equivalent to

(A", ): mod A -> mod End (A")op. F is isomorphic to (G(T), ): mod A ->

mod T, where G(T) is a X-r-bimodule in a natural way. Since T —» EndíT)01*

-» End C7(r)op is a ring isomorphism, we have a commutative diagram

., .   (C(r), ),     .'
mod A-» mod T

(G(H J\. J ß
^ mod End(C(r))op

where ß is an equivalence of categories. Hence F is equivalent to (G(T), ):

mod A -» mod End(G(r))op.

To get our desired result we want to show that G(T) is isomorphic to X. To

compute G(T) we want to find the indecomposable C in mod A such that

F(C) is projective. Let Q be indecomposable projective not isomorphic to S.

Then it follows from Lemma 2.2(b) that F(Q) is projective.

Write A = PUS. Then we can write G(T) = PUY. If Y = 0, G(T) would

be projective, and it is then not hard to see that every object in mod

End G(r)op would be isomorphic to an object of the form (G(T), U), for U in

mod A. We want to show that Y = Tr D'S. Let Yx be an indecomposable

summand of Y. Since (Yx, S) is zero, Yx is not isomorphic to S, and

consequently Yx is not projective. We claim that Extl(Yx,A) = 0 for each

indecomposable A in 6. For otherwise we would have a nonsplit exact

sequence 0 -> A -» E -» Yx -> 0. But since, by (a), 0 -> (Yx, A) -» (y„ E) -»

(Yx, 7,)-»0 would be exact, we would get a contradiction. Since Yx is not

projective, we must then have Ext'(K,, S) ¥= 0. Consider now the almost split

sequence 0-»S—»£)-»TrZ)'S-»0 (see Proposition 1.17). This gives rise to

the exact sequence 0->(y„ S) ->(y„ Q) -^(Yx, Tr D'S) -*ExXl(Yv S)^>

0. There is then a map h: Yx —»Tr D'S which does not factor through Q.

Since 0-»S-»ß-»TrZ)'.S'-»0is almost split and Yx is indecomposable, h:

Yx -»Tr D'S must be an isomorphism. This shows that G(T) = PHTr D'S

= X. To finish the proof of (d) it only remains to show that (Tr D'S)* is

zero.

To see this, consider again the almost split sequence 0 -» 5 -» Q —»Tr D'S

-» 0, and the minimal projective resolution 0 -» (X, Q) -» (A", Tr D'S) -» Tx

—» 0 in mod V. We want to show that Tx is isomorphic to the simple injective

r-module T. We know that Tx = ExtA(Tr D'S, S). To show that Tx is simple,

we first show that any nonzero element in ExtA(Tr D'S, S) is an almost split

sequence. To see this, let 0—» S—» Zs-»Tr D'S—>0 be a nonsplit exact

sequence, and consider the commutative diagram
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0     ->     S     -»     E     -»     TtZTS     -*     0

I' j* HI
0     -»     S     -*     ß     -*     Trö'S     ->     0

where / must clearly be an isomorphism, and hence also s. Using this it is not

hard to see that Tx = ExtA(Tr D'S, S) is a simple T-module. To show that Tx

is isomorphic to Tit is then sufficient to show that (A", Tr D'S) is a projective

cover for T. Assume to the contrary that (A", Px) —» T is a projective cover,

where Px is an indecomposable projective A-module. Since every submodule

of (A", P,) is in fyj., we have an exact sequence 0 -> (A", K) A (A", Px) -» T ^>

0, with ^f in mod A. Since F\G is fully faithful, u = (X, ux), for some «,:

K^> Px. Consider the exact sequence ZÍ—> P, —» C —»0. We then get an exact

sequence 0-*((AT, P,), )|<3D -»((A", K), )\6íi, hence an exact sequence 0^>

(PX,)\G->(K,)\G. Since we also have the exact sequence 0-»(C, )|6->

(P, )|ß —» (AT, )\G and C is obviously in G, we conclude that C is zero, so that

K -^ P is an epimorphism. Hence we have our desired contradiction, so that

T = 7". Since T is simple injective, T cannot occur in the composition series

of any indecomposable projective (A", Px), where P, is an indecomposable

projective A-module. This implies that Hom((A", Tr D'S), (X, P)) is zero, and

consequently (Tr D'S)* is zero. This finishes the proof of (d).

(e) Assume that the indecomposable injective modules over A and T are

finitely generated. We first want to show that if Z, is an injective envelope for

S, then F(IX) is not injective. Consider the exact sequence 0 —» S —» Z, -» Ix/S

—»0. Since F is left exact, we get the exact sequence 0—» F(IX)—* F(IX/S).

This does not split since Ix -^ Ix/S is not a split monomorphism. Hence F(IX)

is not injective. If C is indecomposable and F(C) is injective, we know by

Lemma 2.2(c) that C is injective. Let now Z2 denote the direct sum of the

indecomposable injective A-modules not isomorphic to /,. By (c) we know

that A and T have the same number of indecomposable projective modules.

Hence a counting argument implies that F(I2) is injective. The rest of (e) is

now easy.

We get the following analogue for right partial Coxeter functors.

Theorem 2.4. Let T and A be left artin rings, T a simple injective nonprojec-

tive T-module, G = GT: mod T —» mod A a right partial Coxeter functor, and

S the associated simple projective noninjective A-module.

(a) G is right exact and ifO^A —» B —» C —»0 is exact in mod T with C in

öD = %, then 0 -+ G(A) -* G(B) -» G(C) -» 0 is exact.

(b) If G' = Gf : mod T —> mod A' is a right partial Coxeter functor and A

and A' are artin, then there is a ring isomorphism t: A' —» A and a commutative

diagram
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Q
mod T-» mod A

where t* is an equivalence of categories induced by t: A' —» A.

(c) G has as an adjoint a left partial Coxeter functor F.

Proof, (a) and (c) follow as before,

(b) We have a commutative diagram

C , C mod A

1
tS' C mod A'

g
where a is an equivalence of categories. Let 0-»S—>£?—»TrD'S—»Obean

almost split sequence. Then we have seen that 0—» P(ö)—» P(Tr Z)'S)—» T

—» 0 is a minimal projective presentation in mod T, where F denotes an

inverse equivalence for G. Using the converse result, we then get an almost
«(g)

split sequence 0 ^ S' -h> a(Q) -h> a(Tr D'S) -» 0 in mod A'. Since 0^> S->

Q -» Tr D'S -» 0 is almost split, we have for all K in Gs an exact sequence

0^>(TtD'S, K)^(Q, K)-*(S, ä")-»0. Hence 0-*(a(Tr D'S), a(K)) -»

(a(g), a(/T)) ^> (S", a(K)) —» 0 is also exact. This gives a natural isomor-

phism (S, K) -r* (S', a(K)). To define a map (S, S) -> (5', 5') consider for u:

S —» S the diagram

Tr Z)'S    -*    0

! ̂

Tr D'S    ->    0

a(Trö'S)     -*    0

ia(w)

a(TrD'S)     -*    0

We can now extend a to an equivalence t*: mod A—»mod A', by defining

t*(S) = 5" and using the natural isomorphisms (S, K) —>(S', a(K)) and

(S, S) —» (5", S') described above. Since the rings are basic, r* is induced by

a ring isomorphism /: A' —» A.

We shall now get some additional information about partial Coxeter

functors in the case of artin algebras, which will be useful in §3. Actually, for

parts (a) and (b) it will be sufficient to assume that our artin rings have a
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duality and that almost split sequences exist in mod A and mod T. D Tr

would then be replaced by a map y from the indecomposable nonprojective

objects to the indecomposable noninjective objects in mod A, given by the

almost split sequence 0 —» y(C) —» B —» C —» 0.

Proposition 2.5. Let F: mod A —» mod T be a left partial Coxeter functor,

where A and T are artin algebras. Let S be the associated simple projective

A-module and T the associated simple injective T-module. Then we have the

following.

(a) If A is an indecomposable noninjective A-module not isomorphic to S and

0 —» A —» B —» C —» 0 is an almost split sequence, then 0 —» F(A) —» F(B) —»

F(C)—»0 is also an almost split sequence, F(Tt DA) — Tr DF(A), and

F(D TtC) = D Tr F(C).

(b) F(IX) = D Tr T, where Z, is an injective envelope for S.

(c) A » Endr(y), where Y = Tr TUD(I), and I is the sum of one copy of

each of the indecomposable injective V-modules not isomorphic to T.

Proof. Let A be an indecomposable A-module which is not injective and
/      g

not isomorphic to S, and let 0 —» A —» B -» C -» 0 be an almost split sequence.

Since the sequence has no split exact summands, we know that B and C are
F(f) F(g)

in G, so that 0 -» F(A) -h> F(B) -» F(C) -» 0 is exact by Theorem 2.3(a). It
/      g

does not split since 0-»^4-»Z?—»C—»0 does not split.

Let n: F(A) —» Af be a map which is not a splittable monomorphism. If Af

is isomorphic to the simple injective T-module T then there is a map g:

F(B) -» Af such that gf = h. If Af is indecomposable and not isomorphic to T

then Af = F(N) for some A-module A. Since F\Q: G -* ^D is an equivalence

of categories, there is a map A,: A —» A such that F(hx) = n. Then hx is not a

splittable monomorphism, because h is not a splittable monomorphism. The
/      g

sequence 0—»yl-»Z?—»C^Ois almost split, so there is some v: B —» A such

that vf = hx. Then F(v)F(f) = F(hx) = h, and therefore the sequence 0—»
F(f) F(g)

F(A) -» F(B) —> F(C) —> 0 is almost split. The rest of (a) follows from the

above and the fact that since 0 -» F(A) -» F(B) -> F(C) -h> 0 and 0 -> /I -> P

-* C -> 0 are almost split, then A » D Tr C and F(A) a* Z) Tr P(C).

(b) Z) Tr 71 is not injective and is, therefore, in ^. So there is some E in G

such that flTria Z^ÍP). If Zs is not injective then we know by (a) that

P(Tr DE) = Tr DF(E). Hence we get T = F(Tr DE), and this is a contradic-

tion. So E is injective and, since DTrls F(E) is not injective, it follows

from Theorem 2.3(b) that E = Ix is the injective envelope of 5.

(c) Let {/,,...,/„} be a complete set of nonisomorphic injective A-mod-

ules. We know by Theorem 2.3(e) that the sum of one copy of each of the

indecomposable injective T-modules not isomorphic to T is isomorphic to
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P(Z2)H • • • HF(Z„). And by (b) we know that F(IX) a D Tr T. Therefore for

Y = Tr TUD(I), where I is the sum of one copy of each of the indecompos-

able injective T-modules not isomorphic to T, D(Y) = D Tr 7TIZ =

F(Z,)UP(Z2)U • • • HP(ZJ = F(D(A)). Then Endr(T) s Endr(Z>y)op s
Endr(F(D A))op a EndA(DA)op s (EndA(AA)) s A.

For right partial Coxeter functors we have the following result which is

analogous to Proposition 2.5.

Proposition 2.6. Let A and T be artin algebras. Let G: mod T —» mod A be

a right partial Coxeter functor. Then we have the following.

(a) If C is an indecomposable nonprojective T-module not isomorphic to T and

the sequence 0^>A^>B^>C-*0is almost split, then 0 -» G(A) -» G(B) -»

G(C) —» 0 is also an almost split sequence. Therefore D Tr G(C) s G(D Tr C)

and Tr DG(A) s G(Tr DA).

(b) G(D Tr T) is an injective A-module. If {T, Z2, . . . , In) is a complete set

of nonisomorphic indecomposable injective T-modules, then

{G(D Tr T), G(I2), . . . , G(In)} is a complete set of nonisomorphic indecompos-

able injective A-modules.

(c) A » Endr( Y), where Y = Tr TUDI, and I is the sum of one copy of

each of the indecomposable injective T-modules not isomorphic to T.

We now apply some of the above results to obtain more information about

the partial Coxeter functors F and G studied in §1.

Proposition 2.7. Let A be an artin algebra with a simple projective noninjec-

tive module S and assume that (Tr DS)* = 0. Let T = EndA(A')op, where

X = PUTr DS and P is determined by A = PUS. Let I be the sum of one

copy of each of the indecomposable injective T-modules not isomorphic to

T = Ext^A", S), and let Y = Tr TUDI. Then we have the following.

(a) AA"r and A YT are isomorphic A-T-bimodules, where X and Y are consid-

ered as modules over their endomorphism rings in the usual way.

(b) 77ie functors F = HomA(A", ): mod A -» mod T and G = Y ® : mod T

—» mod A are adjoint functors.

(c) Let G and fy be the categories considered at the beginning of the section

and let F and G be as in (b). Then F\G: G -» <$ and Gffi : ^ -» G are inverse

equivalences of categories.

Proof, (a) We have seen that F is a left partial Coxeter functor, so

applying Proposition 2.5 we have that F(D A) a D Tr 7111. Then Y =

Tr TUDI = DF(DA) = D HomA(A", DA). Since there is an isomorphism

X -» D HomA(Ar, DA) functorial in X (see [11, p. 119]), X and Y are isomor-

phic A-T-bimodules.

(b) is an immediate consequence of (a).
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(c) follows from the fact that an inverse equivalence of F: G -» ^ extends

to a right partial Coxeter functor which is adjoint to F.

3. Hereditary artin algebras. In this section we study hereditary basic artin

algebras. If S is a simple projective noninjective module over an hereditary

artin algebra A, then we have (Tr DS)* = 0, so that any functor of the type

(X, ): mod A -» mod T, where X = PUTr DS and as usual A = PUS, is a

partial Coxeter functor. In the introduction we pointed out that for an

hereditary artin algebra A, D Tr is a functor from mod A to mod A, taking

projectives to zero and inducing an equivalence of categories between

mod/, A and mod/ A. Our main result in this section is that D Tr can be

written as a composition of partial Coxeter functors in a natural way.

We recall that all the artin algebras that we consider are basic. Throughout

this section A will denote an indecomposable hereditary basic artin algebra

which is not simple.

Since A is hereditary we can define a partial order in the set of indecom-

posable projective A-modules by writing P < Q if and only if HomA(P, Q) =£

0. In analogy with admissible sequences of simple modules (see [3, §3]) we say

that P,, . . . , P„ is an admissible sequence of projective A-modules if

P,, . . . , P„ is a complete set of nonisomorphic indecomposable projective

A-modules such that i <j implies Pj it P¡, that is, HomA(Z^, P¡) = 0. When A

is hereditary admissible sequences always exist. For example if P,, . . . , P„

are the nonisomorphic indecomposable projective A-modules and length

P, < length Pj for /' <j, then the sequence P,, . . . , P„ is admissible.

We shall denote a pair consisting of an hereditary artin algebra A and an

admissible sequence P„ . . . , Pn of projective A-modules by (A; P„ . . . , P„).

We now describe a particular way of associating with a pair (A; P„ . . . , P„)

another pair (A,; P[, . . . , P„'), where A, is an hereditary artin algebra and

P[, . . ., P'n is an admissible sequence of projective A,-modules.

The projective A-module Px is simple, because (P¡, Px) = 0 for / > 1 and is,

therefore, not injective since we have assumed that A is indecomposable. Let

P = P2H • • • HP„, let X = PHTr DPX and let A', = EndA(A-)op. Then, by

Proposition 1.13, A, is an hereditary artin algebra. Let F denote the partial

Coxeter functor (A", ): mod A—»mod A,. Then, because F restricted to the

full subcategory of mod A whose objects do not contain a summand isomor-

phic to P, = S is fully faithful (Proposition 1.4) and (Tr DS)* = 0, we know

that the sequence P'x, . . . , P'n of projective Aj-modules, where P'x = F(P2),

P2 = F(P3), . . . , P„'_, = F(Pn), P'n = F(Tr DPX), is an admissible sequence

of nonisomorphic projective modules. Thus associated with the pair

(A; P„ . . . , PJ there is the pair (A„ P[, ..., P„').

Iterating this process we obtain from the pair (A; P„ . . . , Pn) a sequence

of pairs (Ao; P<0), ■ • • , P„(0)), (A„ P,(1), • • • , P„(,)), • • • , (A„; P,<">, • • • , P„<">),
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where (A0; P¡°\ . . . , P„(0)) = (A; P„ . . . , P„). We denote by F¡ the partial

Coxeter functor

(X¡, ): mod A, -» mod A1 + 1,

where X, = P2(,)H • • • HP„wHTr DP?\

Before we state the main result of this section we need some preliminary

results.

Lemma 3.1. Given (A; P„ . . . , P„) and the pair (A,; P,0, . . . , P„w) with

i>\we have that Pf - Ft.. . Fx(Pi+x), ..., P«,- - Ft • ; • FX(P„), P»,+ 1

= Fi-- P,(Tr DPX), ..., Ppli+J -Fi-FjTrDFj-r- Fx(Pß, ..., P«

= FiTrDFi_r ■ ■ Fx(Pi).

Proof. Follows from the definition.

Lemma 3.2. Given the pair (A; Px, . . . , Pn) the composition Fn • ■ ■ P, of the

functors F¡: mod A,_, -» mod A, restricted to mod/> A induces an equivalence

of categories between mod/> A and mod/ A„.

Proof. We know that F,\&pf-n: 6/>¡,-i> -» fy^ is an equivalence of cate-

gories, where QPi¡-n and ^j- are, respectively, the full subcategories of

modA,_, and mod A, whose objects do not contain P,(,_1) and T¡ as a

summand, respectively. Since Z^(P,('_1)) = 0, the module Fn • • • FX(P¡) =

Fn ■ • ■ FX(F¡_X ■ ■ ■ FX(P¡)) which by Lemma 3.1 is equal to

Fn • ■ ■ F¡(P\'~X)), is zero. So F„ • • • Fx vanishes on projectives and the

composition Fn • ■ • Fx\modP A: mod/, A—»mod/ A is fully faithful. We

know by Theorem 2.3 that the modules Fn • • • F2(TX),

F„ ■ ■■ Zr3(7,2), . . . , Tn are injective. Since there are n indecomposable injec-

tive A„-modules, and these are exactly the indecomposable A„-modules that

are not of the form Fn ■ ■ ■ FX(X), for some X in mod A, we have that

Fn ■ ■ ■ Fx\modP A: mod/> A -» mod/ A is an equivalence of categories.

Proposition 3.3. Let A be an indecomposable hereditary artin ring, a:

mod A —» mod A an equivalence of categories. If the restriction of a to mod/ A

is isomorphic to the identity, then a is isomorphic to the identity.

Proof. It has been proven in [5, Chapter III, Propositions 1.1 and 1.3], that

if A is an indecomposable hereditary artin algebra either A has no projective

injectives or is isomorphic to the lower triangular matrix ring Tn(K) over a

division algebra K. It is not hard to see that the same is true for an hereditary

ring.

This remark enables us to divide the proof into two cases. The proof in

both cases is based on the fact that a is isomorphic to the identity if it carries

projectives to projectives and restricted to the full subcategory of projective

modules is isomorphic to the identity. Since mod/ A is closed under submod-
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ules and projective covers, we are done by Lemma 2.2 when A has no

nonzero projective injectives.

Assume now that A a Tn(K), for a division ring K. Then A has only one

indecomposable projective injective module P„, and the other indecom-

posable projective modules are P¡ = r"~'Pn, i = 1, . . . , n - 1. Then P, is in

mod/ A, for i < n. As already remarked, it is enough to show that the

restriction of a to the full subcategory of projective objects is isomorphic to

the identity. Let ¡i: id|mod7 A —» a|mod/ A be an isomorphism. Consider the

inclusion /': P„_, -» Pn, and the diagram:

id(P„_,J      ^'      a(P„_x)

iid(i) ia(i)

id(P„) a(P„)

Choose nP : id(P„) —» a(Pn) such that ¡íp id(i) = a(i)nP _ . This is possible,

because   a(Pn)   is   injective.   Now   any   map   /:    P, —» P„   factors   as

Pj■—> Pn_, -* Pn, so a(f)np = fip id(f). Let now/: Pn —> Pn be a map. One can

prove that the diagram

*»*■„
id(P„)      ^      a(Pn)

id(/)4 !«(/)

id(P„)      ^      a(Pn)

commutes, using the following facts: [iP id(i) — a(i)nP   , u: id|mod/ A -^

a | mod/ A is a morphism of functors, and EndA(P„) is a division ring.

We have the following consequence of the above proposition.

Corollary 3.4. Let K be a division ring. Then all the automorphisms of

Tn(K) are inner.

Proof. Let 4>: Tn(K) -^ Tn(K) be a ring isomorphism. Then the equiva-

lence of categories i>: mod Tn(K) -> mod T„(K) induced by 0 is isomorphic

to the identity if and only if <ï> is inner (see [15, pp. 454—456]). So it is enough

to prove that every equivalence a: mod Tn(K) -» mod Tn(K) is isomorphic to

the identity. To prove this we proceed by induction on n. The result is true if

n = 1. If n > 1, the restriction of 3> to mod/ A induces an equivalence

3>|mod/ A: mod/ A-»mod/ A. Since mod/ A is equivalent to mod Tn_x(K)

we have a commutative diagram

4>|mod; A

mod/ A —» mod/ A

aj, la

modTn_x(K) % modTn_x(K)
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where a and $' are equivalences. By the induction hypothesis $' is isomor-

phic to the identity, so d>|mod/ A is also isomorphic to the identity. Then it

follows, by Proposition 3.3, that a is isomorphic to the identity. This ends the

proof of the corollary.

Lemma 3.5. Let Ax, A2 be indecomposable hereditary artin rings which are not

simple and let t: mod/ A, —» mod/ A2 be an equivalence of categories. Then

there is an equivalence a: mod A, —» mod A2 whose restriction to mod/ Aj is r.

Proof. Since mod/ A is closed under submodules we know by Lemma 2.2

that a A,-module P is projective noninjective if and only if a(P) is projective.

Since t has an inverse, it follows that the number of indecomposable

projective noninjective A,-modules is the same as the number of indecom-

posable projective noninjective A2-modules, and the restriction of t to the full

subcategory 9X of projective noninjective Armodules induces an equivalence

of categories between 9X and the full subcategory ??2 of projective noninjec-

tive A2-modules.

To prove the lemma it is enough, as before, to consider the case when A,

has no nonzero projective injectives and the case when A, = Tn(K).

Case 1. There are no nonzero projective injective A,-modules. If A2 has a

nonzero projective injective module, then A2 a Tm(K), for a division ring K.

Then <$2 is equivalent to the full subcategory of mod Tm_x(K) of projective

modules, and a: ÍP, —»■ <5P2 induces an equivalence of categories between

mod A and mod Tm_x(K). Therefore A is isomorphic to Tm_x(K), because

both rings are basic, and this contradicts the assumption that there are no

nonzero projective injective A,-modules. This proves that there are no non-

zero projective injective A2-modules, so t|ÍP,: 'S", -* ty2 induces an equiva-

lence a: mod A, —> mod A2. If Af is in mod/ A and 0 -» P, —» P0 -» Af -» 0 is

a projective resolution of M, we have that t(Px) —» t(P0) —» r(Af) —» 0 is exact

by Lemma 2.2. This shows that a extends t and finishes the proof of the

lemma in this case.

Case 2. Assume now that A, = Tn(K), for a division ring K. If A2 has no

nonzero projective injective modules then we know by the first case that A,

and A2 are isomorphic, and this is a contradiction. So A2 a Tm(K'), where K'

is a division ring. We will see now that K a K'. We recall that K is the

endomorphism ring of an arbitrary indecomposable A,-module, K' is the

endomorphism ring of an arbitrary indecomposable A2-module. So let A be a

nonzero indecomposable noninjective Armodule. Since t: mod/ A, -^

mod/ A2 is an equivalence of categories, then EndA(A) = EndA(Tvl), so

K a K'. Since a\9x : 9, -> <3>2 *s an equivalence and every ring has only one

indecomposable projective injective module, then n — I = m - \, so n = m.

The map <p: Tn(K) -» Tn_^(K) defined by
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a„      0        •  •  • 0  1

induces a fully faithful functor ^: mod Tn_x(K) -» mod Tn(K) whose image is

modj(Tn(K)). So it is enough to prove that given any equivalence ß: mod

Tn_x(K) -» mod Tn_x(K) there is an equivalence ß: mod Tn(K) -»

mod Tn(K) such that ßy = yß. So let ß: mod r„ _,(*■)-> mod P„_,(i:) be

an equivalence, and let p: Tn_x(K)-^>Tn_x(K) be the ring isomorphism

defining ß, that is, such that p = ß. We know by Corollary 3.4 that p is inner.

So p(x) = AxA~\ for some A E Tn_x(K), and for all x E Tn_x(K). Let p':

Tn(K) -» rn(Ä") be the automorphism defined by conjugation by (¿ °). Then

the equivalence ß = p': mod Tn(K) —» mod T^ZC) verifies the required condi-

tion.

We can now prove the following result.

Proposition 3.6. Let A, A,, A2, be hereditary artin rings with no semisimple

ring summands, let G: mod/, A —» mod/ A„ H: mod/, A -* mod/ A2 be equiva-

lences of categories. Then:

(a) There is a ring isomorphism </>: A2 —» A, such that </>G = H.

(b) <f>': A2 —» A, is a ring isomorphism such that <b'G is isomorphic to H if and

only if <j>' = a<b, where a is an inner automorphism of A2.

Proof, (a) Follows from Lemma 3.5.

(b) Follows from Proposition 3.3 and from the fact that if a: A -» A is a

ring isomorphism, then the equivalence ä: mod A —> mod A defined by a is

isomorphic to the identity if and only if a is inner.

As an easy consequence of Proposition 3.6 we obtain the following im-

portant result.

Theorem 3.7. We use the notations of the beginning of this section. Given a

pair (A; Px, . . ., Pn) where n > 1 there is a ring isomorphism <b: An —» A such

that the functors <j>Fn . . . Fx and D Tr are isomorphic. Moreover, </>': A„ —» A is

another ring isomorphism such that <f>'Fn . . . Fx and D Tr are isomorphic if and

only if (/>' = a<b, where a is an inner automorphism of A.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we know that Fn • • • Fx: mod/, A -»mod/ A is an

equivalence of categories. We also know that D Tr: mod/, A —» mod7 A is an

equivalence of categories. Then Theorem 3.7 is obtained by applying Proposi-

tion 3.6 to these two equivalences.

In view of this result, in order to describe the isomorphisms </>: A —» A„

which have the property that <j>P„ • • • P, a D Tr it is enough to give one

<P
-•21 422
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isomorphism from A to A„ with this property.

To do this it is enough, as we remarked above, to consider the case when A

has no indecomposable projective injective modules and the case when

A a Tn(K).

Case 1. A has no indecomposable projective injective modules.

If U is an indecomposable noninjective A, _,-module not isomorphic to the

simple projective A,_,-module F¡_x ■ ■ ■ FX(P¡), then we know by Proposition

2.1 that F¡(U) is not injective and Z^Tr DU) a Tr DF¡(U). Although these

isomorphisms are not natural, once they have been chosen the rest of the

construction of the isomorphism ¡p: A -» A„ is natural. Iterating this argument

we have, since P„ . . . , Pn are not injective, that Tr DFj ■ ■ ■ Fx(PjJrX) a

Fj ■ • • F,(Tr DPJ+X), j = 1, . . . , n — 1. From this and Lemma 3.1 we have

that the nonisomorphic projective indecomposable A„-modules are

Fn • • • Fx(Tt DP¡), i = 1, . . . , n. Since A„ is basic, A„ is isomorphic, as a

A„-module, to Fn ■ • • FxÇTx DA). Let \¡/ be the composition of the natural

ring isomorphisms

A„ a EndAn(A„)op a EndAn(P„ ■ • ■ Fx(TvDA))

a EndA(Tr DA) DarEndA(A),

where the last map is an isomorphism because A is in mod/ A and D Tr:

mod/,A —» mod/ A is an equivalence of categories.

Both \pFn ■ ■ ■ Fx and D Tr are functors from mod A to itself that are zero

on projectives, so to prove that they are isomorphic we consider Af in

mod/, A. There are functorial group isomorphisms

P„ • • • FX(M) a HomAn(A„, Fn ■ ■ ■ FX(M))

a HomAn(P; • • • P,(Tr DA), Fn ■ ■ ■ FX(M )).

Since Tr DA, and Af are in mod/, A and P„ • • • P,|mod/, A is fully faithful

we have that

HomAB(P„ • • • P,(Tr DA), Fn ■ ■ ■ FX(M))

a HomA(Tr DA,M) "m" HomA(A, D Tr Af ) a £> Tr Af.

With a straightforward verification using the definition of \fi one can now

check that the composition 8(M): x¡/Fn • ■ ■ FX(M) —» D Tr Af of the isomor-

phisms described above is a A-module homomorphism. Since 8 is functorial

in Af, we have that \p verifies the desired conditions.

Case 2. A a Tn(K). Then Pn is the only indecomposable projective injective

module, and is the injective envelope of the simple projective module P,. So

Fx(Pn) a Tr DT, where T is the simple injective EndA(H^ P,UTr DPX)°P-

module that is not in the image of Fx (see Proposition 2.1). Therefore FX(P„) is
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not injective. Since the modules P„ . . ., P„_, are not injective either, we

know that Tr DFj ■ ■ ■ FX(PJ+X) m Fj • • • P,(Tr DPj+x), j = 1, . . ., n - 2,

and Tr DF}- ■ ■ Fx(Pn) a F}■■ ■ ■ P2(Tr DFX(P„)), for y < n. To prove this we

use, as in Case 1, Proposition 2.1. A„ is isomorphic, as a A„-module, to the

sum of one copy of each of the indecomposable projective A„-modules. That

is,

n-l

A» « H  Fn • • • P,(Tr DPi)UF„ ■ ■ ■ P2(Tr DFx(Pn)).
/ = i

We write Q = W¡Z¡ P,. Then A a PnUQ,

A„ a /; • • • F2 Tr Z)P,(Pn)UP„ • • • P,(Tr DQ),

and there is a natural ring isomorphism

<p: EndA(ß ) -» EndAn (P„ • • • P, Tr Z)ß ),

defined by <p(/) = P„ • • • P, Tr £>(/). By hypothesis, the ring A is isomor-

phic to Tn(K), so A„ is also isomorphic to Tn(K), by Theorem 3.6. There are

then ring isomorphisms tr: A -» Tn(K), tr': A„ —» Tn(K) such that

^End^ôD = *'(ZndAii(QTP) = {(^     J),^ G Tn_x(K)].

Then w'tpTr-' can be considered as an automorphism of Tn_x(K) and is,

therefore, inner, by Corollary 3.4, and is given by conjugation by some

element A x E Tn_x(K). Let a be the inner automorphism of Tn(K) defined by

conjugation by the matrix (¡J ' ?). We will now prove that äFn • • • P, a D Tr.

As we recalled above, Tr DFx(Pn) a T is simple injective. Therefore,

HomAi(Tr DFx(Pn), FX(M)) = 0, because P,(Af ) * T. On the other hand,

HomA(P„, D Tr Af ) = 0, because P„ is injective and therefore all its factors

are injective. So Fn ■ ■ ■ FX(M) and D Tr Af are, respectively, modules over

EndA(P„ • • • Fx(Q))op and EndA(Q)op, and we can proceed as in Case 1.

S(Af ) is the composition of the group isomorphisms

HomAi(P,(Tr DQ ), FX(M )) a HomA(Tr DQ, M )

a HomA(ß, Tr DM ) a HomA(A, D Tr Af ) a D Tr Af.

One can again verify that 5(Af ): \pF„ • ■ ■ FX(M) -» D Tr Af is a A-homo-

morphism. Since 8 is functorial in Af, this ends our discussion.

4. Functors between modules over triangular matrix rings. In this section we

study certain functors F', G' between modules over triangular matrix rings,

which induce equivalences between subcategories of module categories. Spe-

cializing our assumptions, our functors F' and G' will be partial Coxeter

functors between left artin rings. We show that if A is a basic artin ring with a

simple projective noninjective A-module S¡, A = PUSX, X = PHTr D'SX,

where D'SX = Sx*/rSf and (TrZ>'S,)* = 0, then our functor P' will be
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equivalent to (X, ): mod A —> mod EndA(A")op, so that in particular (A", ) is a

partial Coxeter functor.

We study functors between modules over triangular matrix rings of the

form (RM °), where R and 5 are rings and SMR is an S-P-bimodule. We

consider the (left) (% °)-modules as triples (A, B,f), where A is an A-module,

B is an 5-module and /: Af ® A -h> B is an S-homomorphism [16]. A

morphism between two objects (A,B,f) and (A',B',f) is a pair (a, ß),

where a: A -» A' is an Z?-homomorphism and ß: B -» B' is an S-homomor-

phism such that the diagram

lM®a

M     ®     A        -h»        M     ®     A'

If If

B 4. B'

commutes. When it is more convenient we consider the (¡\\ ^-modules as

triples (g, U, V), where U is an P-module, V an S-module and g: U —»

Homs(Af, V) is an R-homomorphism (see [16]). A morphism between two

objects (g, U, V) and (g', U', V) is then a pair (a, ß), where a: Í7 —> t/' is

an P-homomorphism, ß: K—» V is an S-homomorphism such that the

diagram

U A U'

ig W
Homs(lM,B)

Homs(M, V) -+ Homs(Af, V)

commutes. If 5Af is finitely generated projective, then there is an isomor-

phism <p between the functors Homs(Af, S) <8> and Homs(Af, ) from Mod S

to Mod R, where <px: Homs(Af, S) <S> X -» Hom5(Af, A") is given by [<px(h <8>

x)](m) = h(m)x, for m E M, h E Homs(Af, S) and x E X. Hence the mod-

ules can be considered as triples (g, U, V), where g: t/-» Af*s <8>s V is an

Z?-map. Here M*s denotes the Ä-S-bimodule Homs(Af, S), and for a ring A,

Mod A denotes the category of all (left) A-modules. A morphism between two

objects (g, U, V) and (g', U', V) is then a pair of morphisms (y, 8), where

y: £/-» {/' is an R-homomorphism and 8: K—» V is an S'-homomorphism

such that the diagram

sUl lg'

M*s ®s V        -+        M*s ®s V
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commutes. It will be clear from the context which description of the modules

we use in each case.

Let now R and S be rings and SMR a bimodule such that MR is finitely

generated and projective. Then RNS — M*R is a finitely generated projective

(left) Z?-module and N*R is isomorphic to SMR.

Let A = (*, °) and T' = (% °). We shall now define a functor F': Mod A

—» Mod T', which for artin rings will be closely related to the functor F we

studied in §1. We shall also define a functor G': Mod T' -» Mod A which will

be related to the functor G defined in §1.

For an & ^-module (A,B,f), define F'(A,B,f) to be (j, Ker(/), A),

where j: Ker(/) —» Af <8> A is the natural morphism in the exact sequence

0^Ker(/)^»M <8> A -» B. For a morphism (a, ß): (A, B,f)^>(A', B',f),

we define F'(a, ß) = (y, a), where y: Ker(/) -» Ker(/') is induced by lM ®

a: Af ®/l -> Af ® ,4'.

We define the functor G': Mod(* °) -+ Mod(£, £) as follows, G'(g, U, V)

= (V, Coker(g),/?), where p: M ® F-»Coker(g) is the natural morphism
g p

such that  U^>M ® F-»Coker(g)—»0 is exact. For a morphism (y, 8):

(g, U, V)^(g', U', V),   we   define   G(y, 8) = (8, ß):   (V, Coker(g),/>)^

(V, Coker(g'),p'), where /?: Coker(g)^Coker(g') is induced by \M ® 8:

M ® V^> M ® V.

We denote by G the full subcategory of Mod(^ °s) whose objects are the

(A,B,f), where /: Af ® A -» B is an epimorphism, and by ty the full

subcategory of Mod(^ %) whose objects are the (g, U, V) where g: Í/-» Af

® K is a monomorphism.

We have the following relationship between the functors F' and G'.

Proposition 4.1. Let the notation and assumptions be as above.

(a) F' is a right adjoint functor to G', hence F' is left exact and G' is right

exact.

(b) 77ie natural transformation G'F' —> I given by the adjointness of F' and

G' is an isomorphism on an object (A, B,f) if and only iff: M ® A -» B is an

epimorphism, and the natural transformation I —» F'G' is an isomorphism on an

object (g, U, V) if and only if g: U^> M ® V is a monomorphism.

(c) F': G —» ̂D and G': ^ -^ Q are inverse equivalences of categories.

(d) If 0 —» X —» y —» Z -»0 is an exact sequence in Mod(^ °s), where X lies

in G, then 0 -» F'(X) -* F'( Y) -» F'(Z) -^ 0 is exact, and if 0^> X -^ Y -^ Z

-»0 is an exact sequence in Mod(^, °R) where Z lies in ÓD, then 0^ G'(A")^

G'(Y)^>G'(Z)^0 is exact.

Proof, (a) Let (A, B,f) be in Mod A and (g, U, V) in Mod F. We want to

define  a  natural  isomorphism  between  Hom(G'(g, U, V), (A, B,f))  and
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Hom((g, U, V), F'(A, B, /)). A morphism from G'(g, U, V) =

(V, Coker(g),/') to (A, B,f) is a pair (a, ß), where a: V-* A, ß: Coker(g) ->

B are such that the diagram

0

i

U Ker(/)

is I
lM®a

M ® V        -*       M ®A

I If

Coker(g)       -h> B

I
0

commutes. There is induced a morphism y: £/—» Ker(/) such that (y, a) is a

morphism from (g, U, V) to (g', Ker(/), A) = F'(A, B,f). It is not hard to

see that in this way we get a natural isomorphism, so that F' is a right adjoint

functor to G'. Hence F' is left exact and G' is right exact.

(b) It is easy to see that G'F'(A, B,f) = (A, lm(f),f), and the natural

morphism (A, lm(f),f)^(A, B,f) is (lA,j), where j : lm(f)—>B is the

inclusion morphism. From this it follows that the natural morphism

G'F'(A, B,f) -* (A, B,f) is an isomorphism if and only if /: Af ® A -> B is

an epimorphism. Similarly F'G'(g, U, V) = (g', Im(g), V), where g': Im(g)

-» Af ® F is the natural morphism induced by g: U -* M ® V, such that the

diagram

U-^-^M® V

Mr)

commutes. We then have the natural morphism (/?, 1K) from (g, £/, f^ to

(g', Im(g), V), which is clearly an isomorphism if and only if g: U -» Af ® V

is a monomorphism.

(c) Follows directly from (b), observing in addition that F'(A, B,f) is

always in fy and G'(g, U, V) is always in G.

(d) Let 0 -» (^', P', /') ->(A, B,f)^ (A", B", f") ^0 be an exact
sequence in Mod A, where /': Af ® /!'-» B' is an epimorphism. That the

above sequence is exact means that 0 —» /!' —*A —> A" —>0 and 0 —» B' —» B

—> B" ->0 are exact sequences. Using that MR is projective and using the

snake lemma, we get the following commutative diagram:
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0 0 0

v w 4f

0     -»     Ker(/')     -»     Ker(/)     -*     Ker(/")     -+    0

▼ »r *

0     -»     Af<8>/1'     -h>     Af®y4     -►     Af®^"     -»    0

4, V ■*■

0    -^ B' -+ B -+ B" -^    0

4
0

This shows that we get an exact sequence

0-* F'(A', B',f) ^ F'(A, B,f) -* P'(,4", B",f") ^0.

The second part of (d) follows similarly.

Assume now that R and S are basic artin rings, not necessarily artin

algebras, and that SMR, in addition to being a finitely generated projective

P-module, is a finitely generated 5-module. Then A = (^ °) is an artin ring,

and T' = (SM,* °R) is a left artin ring. In this case it is easy to see that if

(A, B,f) is finitely generated, then F'(A, B,f) is finitely generated, so that F'

induces a functor from mod A to mod T'. If we assume that 5 is a division

ring and Af is not zero, F will be a (left) partial Coxeter functor in the sense

of §2, as follows from Proposition 4.1. For it is not hard to see that in this

case the only indecomposable A-module not in Q is 5, = (0, S, 0), which is

simple projective noninjective, and the only indecomposable T'-module not in

^ is (S, 0, 0), which is a simple injective nonprojective T'-module.

If we start with a basic artin ring A with a simple projective module Sx and

we write A = 5,UP, then A is isomorphic to the triangular matrix ring (RM °s)

where R = EndA(P)op, S = EndA(S,)op and Af = HomA(5„ P). Since we get

a partial Coxeter functor when AfÄ is finitely generated projective, we shall

investigate when this condition is satisfied.

Proposition 4.2. Let A be a basic artin ring with a simple projective

noninjective module Sx and let P be given by A = SXUP. Then M = (Sx, P) is

a right projective End(P)op-module if and only if (Tr D'SX)* = 0, where as in

§1, D'SX = S*/rS*. In particular, M is a projective End(P)op-module if A is

hereditary.

Proof. Let 0—» Sx -» G;-»Tr D'SX -»0 be an almost split sequence, as

described at the end of § 1. Consider the exact sequence

O^CTr D'SX, P)X(Q, P)^(SX, P)^ExtlA(TT D'SX, P)^0.

Since Sx is simple and not isomorphic to a summand of P, it follows, as for

algebras in Lemma  1.1, that ExtA(Tr D'S, P) is zero. Assume now that
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(Tr D'SX)* = 0. Then we have an isomorphism (Q, P) -» (Sx, P). Since every

indecomposable summand of Q is a summand of P, we conclude that (Q, P),

and hence (Sx, P), is a projective End(P)-module.

Assume conversely that (5,, P) is a projective End(P)-module. Then there

is a map v: (Sx, P) -> (Q, P) such that (Q, P) = Im(/)HIm(ü). Since Q is in

add(P) and ( , P) induces an equivalence of categories between add(P) and

the finitely generated projective End(P)-modules, there is a decomposition

6 = Ö1UO2 inducing the decomposition (Q, P) = (Qx, P)U(Q2, P), where

(Q\, P) = lni(i) and (Q2, P) = Im(u). But then the induced morphism

(ßi> F)-*(SX, P) is zero. Since Qx is in add(P) this implies that the map

Sx -» Qx is zero. This is a contradiction since the map Sx -» Qx is irreducible,

because Qx is a summand of (?, and 0 —» S, —» Q —» Tr Z)'S, —»0 is an almost

split sequence [7, Theorem 2.4]. Hence (Tr D'SX, P) is zero, and since

obviously (Tr D'SX, Sx) is zero, we conclude that (Tr D'SX)* = 0.

We can now combine our results so far in this section to get the following

proposition, which in particular gives us examples of Coxeter functors be-

tween left artin rings which are not necessarily artin algebras.

Proposition 4.3. Let A be a basic artin ring with a simple projective

noninjective module Sx, let A = S^HP, and assume that (Tr D'SX)* is zero.

Then A = (RM °), where R = End(P)op, S = End(S,)op and MR = (Sx, P)R is

finitely generated projective. Let T' = (^.Ä R). Then the functors F': mod A —»

mod F and G': mod T' -^ mod A are adjoint partial Coxeter functors which

induce inverse equivalences of categories between Gs and tyj-, where Sx =

(0, S, 0)andT= (S, 0, 0).

Corollary 4.4. Let A be a basic artin ring and Sx a simple projective

noninjective A-module such that (Tr D'SX)* is zero, A = PUSX, X =

PUTtD'Sx, T = End(A")op. 77¡en (A",): mod A -+ mod T is a left partial

Coxeter functor.

Proof. By Proposition 4.3 there is some left partial Coxeter functor

F = Fs: mod A —» mod A', which is by Theorem 2.3 equivalent to (A", ),

which is then a left partial Coxeter functor.

5. Connections with diagrams. For a certain class of hereditary artin tensor

rings, namely hereditary rings with duality conditions, partial Coxeter func-

tors and Coxeter functors have been studied in [9] and [13], as a tool for

studying the representation theory of these rings. Actually, these functors are

defined between categories of representations of diagrams, but can be inter-

preted to give functors between module categories. They are left or right

partial Coxeter functors in the sense of §2, and are by our uniqueness results

from §2, closely related to the functors studied in §§1 and 4. We shall see here
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that the connection with the triangular matrix case studied in §4 is particu-

larly natural. A Coxeter functor C + in the diagram case is defined to be a

composite of partial Coxeter functors defined for diagrams, and is, by our

results in §2, closely related to D Tr in the case of artin algebras. However,

we can not conclude in general that C + is isomorphic to D Tr. In particular,

C + is not uniquely defined up to isomorphism of functors, and we include a

discussion of this problem. However, it has been shown in [10] that for an

artin tensor algebra A there is some Coxeter functor C + which is isomorphic

to D Tr. Here we show that for an arbitrary tensor ring with duality

conditions, a given Coxeter functor C,+ is isomorphic to Dx Tr for some

duality Dx.

For the convenience of the reader, we start out by recalling some back-

ground material from [9], [13].

A valued graph (T, d) is a finite set T of vertices together with pairs of

nonnegative integers (dy, dß) with du = 0 for all / E T, and such that there

exist natural numbers/ satisfying dyfj = djj¡ for all i,j in T. We shall assume

that (T, d) is connected, in the sense that for every k, t in T there is a sequence

k, . . . , i, j, . . . , t of vertices of T such that d0 ¥= 0 for each pair of subse-

quent vertices i,j. Pairs (i,j) where dy ¥= 0 are the edges and i and y are said

to be neighbors.

An orientation ß of a valued graph (T, d) is given by prescribing for each

edge i,j of (T, d) an order, indicated by an arrow / —»y. Given an orientation

ß and a vertex k in T, we get a new orientation sk& of (T, d) by reversing the

direction of arrows along all edges containing k. A vertex k in T is said to be

a sink with respect to ß if k <— i for all neighbors i ET of k, and a source if

k -» / for all neighbors /' E T of k. An orientation ß of (T, d) is said to be

admissible if there is an ordering kx, . . ., kn of the vertices of T such that each

vertex kr is a sink with respect to the orientation St • • • sksk ß for all r,

1 < r < n. Such an ordering of the k¡ is called an admissible ordering for ß.

A modulation M of a valued graph (T, d) is a set of division rings Pj, / E T,

together with finite dimensional Z-j-Zybimodules ,.Af. and -Af(. for all edges

{i,j} of (T, d) such that

(1) there are Z--Z^-bimodule isomorphisms jM¡ a Hom^-Af-, F¡) a

HomFj(tMj, F,),

(2) dim(iMj)Fi = dir

A realization (M, ß) of a valued graph (T, d) is a modulation M of (T, d)

together with an admissible orientation ß.

A representation X = (¡X, m^) of a realization (M, ß) of (T, d) is a set of

finite dimensional left Z^-spaces ¡X, i E T, together with Pj-linear maps j<p¡:

jMj ®F ¡X —»/A" for all oriented edges / —»y. A morphism from a representa-

tion X = (¡X,jtp¡) to a representation X' = (¡X',jq>¡) is a set a = (a,) of
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F,-linear maps a¡: ¡X -^¡X' for i E T, such that jtp'¡(\ M ® a¡) = aj j<p¡. The

representations of (M, ß) form an abelian category which we denote by

e(M, a).
For a sink k of the realization (M, ß) there is a partial Coxeter functor Sk :

£(M, ß) -» £(M, skü) defined as follows. Let X = (¡X,j<p¡) be an object in

£(M, ß). Then Sk+(X) is defined to be Y = (¡Y,^), where ¡Y = ¡X for all

i ¥= k and k Y is the kernel in the sequence

0^kY ->     il   kM,® ¡X  -»   kX.
k yer *   J     ' *

Further yi//, = 7<p, for i ^k, and ^ = yw^: ^Af* ® kY-*jY is determined

by y77*1  k~Y-* kMj® jY, using the natural isomorphism

Horn/, OAf, (8) k Y,, y ) -> Hom^ (ty, Horn/, (^4,, Y ))

and the inverse of the natural isomorphism

Horn/, (jMk, j Y ) -> Homn 0*4, F*) ® , y,

together with the given isomorphism HomF (jMk, Fk)-* tAfy. Sfc+ is defined

on morphisms in a natural way. Now a Coxeter functor C + : £(M, ß)—»

£(M, ß) is defined to be the composite functor S¿ • • ■ Sk+, where

kx, . . . ,kn is an admissible ordering with respect to the orientation ß. The

definition of C + depends on the choice of bimodule isomorphisms. We shall

see later in this section that different choices may give rise to nonisomorphic

Coxeter functors.

For the convenience of the reader we also recall the connection between

the categories £(M, ß) and the categories of finitely generated modules over

certain hereditary artin rings. (See [12], [18].) Assume that (T, d) is a graph

with no oriented cycles, and let (M, ß) be a realization of (T, d). Then there is

a natural equivalence of categories between £(M, ß) and mod A, where A is

the following hereditary basic artin ring. Let / = 1, . . . , m be the vertices of

T and F¡ the corresponding division rings. Let 2 = TTJl x F¡, and let r =

H7Af„ where yAf, runs through all modules where there is an arrow i —»y.

Since (r, d) has no oriented cycles, the n-fold tensor product of r is zero for

some smallest n. A is then the ring 2 + r + r<S>r+--- +r ® • • • ®r,

where the last term is an (n — l)-fold tensor product. Conversely, let A be a

basic hereditary artin ring of this form, where 2 = Ü7_i F¡, and where we

have a two-sided decomposition of r over 2 as H -Af,-, where we mean that for

jM¡ only Fj has a nonzero action on the left and only F¡ has a nonzero action

on the right. Assuming that Hom^-Af,-, F¡) is isomorphic to HomF(/Af/; FX

we get a realization of a valued graph (I\ d), where 1, 2, . . . , m are the

vertices of T, and there is an arrow / —»y if and only if there is some module

jM¡ ¥^ 0 in the two-sided decomposition of r. When an hereditary artin ring
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is of this type, we say that it is a tensor ring with duality conditions.

If X = QX, ,<p) is in £(M, T), then the corresponding A-module is U ¡X as

2-module, and the action of r = HyAf, on H ,X is given via the morphisms

ffj-
If A' denotes the hereditary artin ring associated with (M, sk&), where A; is a

sink for ß, then the partial Coxeter functor Sk+ defines a functor from mod A

to mod A'. And for fixed bimodule isomorphisms the corresponding Coxeter

functor C + defines a functor from mod A to mod A. By the properties of Sk+

listed in [13, §2], we know that Sk+ is a left partial Coxeter functor in the

sense defined in §2. Hence we know by Theorem 2.3 that Sk+ is equivalent to

the other left partial Coxeter functors we have studied in this paper. We shall

see here that we have a particularly natural connection between Sk+ and the

left partial Coxeter functor defined for triangular matrix rings in §4.

Let now (M, ß) be a realization of a valued graph (T, d) with no oriented

cycles, let A: be a sink and let I, 2, . . . , k — 1 be the other vertices. Let R be

the hereditary ring determined by the realization (Af', ß') of the valued graph

(T', d') which we get by removing the vertex k and the bimodules of the form

¿Af,. and tMk. Let K = H,. kM¡, M = K ®2 R and S = Fk. Let X = (¡X, <fy)

be a representation of (M, ß). Then X determines in a natural way a module

(A, B,f) over the triangular matrix ring (f*M °s), where the P-module A is

H/<A ¡X as a 2-module and the Z?-action is given by the «p,-,-. B = kX, and

the morphisms k<p¡: kM¡ ® ¡X -^ kX determine a unique S-morphism K

®2 ,4 —> P, hence a morphism /: Af ®R A -» B, since we have a natural

isomorphism K ®^ R ® R A —» K ®-zA. It is not hard to see that we get a

natural equivalence of categories Hx: £(M, ß) -» mod^^ °s).

Let now Y = (, Y, ^) be a representation of (M, skü). Let C = kY, D the

R-module which is Ui<k ,Y as a 2-module and the R-action is given by the

xpij. Then (g, C, D) is a module over (sm.k °r), where g: C -» Af ® D is given

as follows. The morphisms j\pk: jMk ® kY —>jY determine morphisms ,nk:

kY->kMj ®jY, and hence determine morphisms g: C^>H, kMj ® jY = K

®XD = M ®R D. It is not hard to see that we get a natural equivalence of

categories

Z/2:£(M,^ß)^mod(jU     °R\

Considering the definition of the functors Sk+ : £(M, ß) -» £(M, skQ¡) and

F': modify     °Umod(   SR     °\
\M     SI \M*R     R)

it is not hard to see that we have a commutative diagram:
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£(M,ß)       *        mod(*     0)

lSk+ IF'

S       0\

M*R     R!

We collect some of the above in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. Let A be a tensor ring with duality conditions, and Sx a

simple projective noninjective A-module. Then the corresponding partial Coxeter

functors Sx+ and F' from §4 are equivalent functors in a natural way.

Let A be an hereditary tensor algebra. Then we know that a given Coxeter

functor C + : mod A -» mod A, which is by definition a composite of partial

Coxeter functors, is equivalent to D Tr by Theorem 3.6. For we know from

[13, §2] that C+ takes projectives to zero and induces an equivalence of

categories mod/, A —» mod/ A. However, this does not necessarily mean that

D Tr and C+ are isomorphic functors. In fact, the definition of C+ was

made using fixed bimodule isomorphisms Hom/-(/Mj, F¡) —» Hom^X,Af,, FX

As remarked in [13], the theory in [13] is independent of this choice. We shall

see that different choices may give rise to nonisomorphic Coxeter functors.

We shall, in fact, devote some time to a discussion of what this depends on.

Choosing bimodule isomorphisms HomF(,Afy, Pj) —» Honi/rGAf,, F) is

equivalent to choosing bimodule isomorphisms Hom^XG-A/j, FX F¡) -» ,Af,.

Two different choices of these isomorphisms give rise to bimodule isomor-

phisms iMj -» ,Af,, which induce a ring isomorphism t: A —> A by using the

identity on the F¡. It is then not hard to see that if C* and C2 are two

Coxeter functors, then Cx = t*C2 ', where t*: mod A -» mod A is an equiva-

lence of categories induced by a ring isomorphism which is given by bimod-

ule isomorphisms ,-Af- -» ¡M,. Since Cx and C2 both induce equivalences of

categories between mod/, A and mod/ A, it is easy to see that C,+ and C2 are

isomorphic if and only if the restriction of t* to mod7 A is isomorphic to the

identity.

We can then get the following result.

Proposition 5.2. Let A be an artin hereditary tensor ring with duality

conditions. Then the isomorphism classes of Coxeter functors are in one to one

correspondence with the elements of the quotient group G/H, where G is the

group of automorphisms induced by bimodule isomorphisms ¡Mj —», Afy, and H

the subgroup consisting of those of this type which are inner.

Proof. Since an isomorphism /: A-»A induces a functor t*: mod A—»

mod A which is isomorphic to the identity if and only if t is an inner

£(M, skQ)
h2

modi
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automorphism [15, pp. 454-456], this is a direct consequence of Proposition

3.3 and the above remarks.

As an immediate consequence we have the following.

Corollary 5.3. Let A be an artin hereditary tensor ring with duality

conditions. Then all Coxeter functors are isomorphic if and only if every ring

isomorphism A ^ A induced by bimodule isomorphisms ¡Mj —» ,AZ, is an inner

automorphism.

To give a concrete example for when not all Coxeter functors are isomor-

phic consider A = (%UK °K), for a field K, where the ZC-ZC-bimodule structure

of KUK is given by a(b, c) = (ab, ac), (b, c)d = (bd, cd). Then the isomor-

phism / defined by

i(b!c) d) = {(ca,b) d)

is  induced by a bimodule  isomorphism KUK —> KUK,  which  is easily

checked not to be inner. Hence by the above there are two Coxeter functors

C,+ and C2  which are not isomorphic.

Let

P={    K       °)        N  =(    °        °)        N  =(    °       °\
\kuk or      '   vjoio  or      2   \ouk or

Since t*(P/Nx) = P/N2 and P/A„ P/A2 are obviously not isomorphic, C,+

and C2  are also not isomorphic on objects.

We shall now give a direct interpretation of what a Coxeter functor C + for

an artin hereditary tensor ring A looks like.

We have already seen that for artin algebras there is a close relationship

between a given C + and D Tr.

We shall now see that if C,+ is a Coxeter functor for an arbitrary hereditary

tensor ring A with duality conditions, then there is some duality Dx: mod Aop

-» mod A such that C,+ is isomorphic to Z),Tr. In particular, this shows that

the hereditary tensor rings A with duality conditions have a duality. Our

result will be a consequence of the following more general result.

Theorem 5.4. Let A and A' be indecomposable hereditary artin rings and a:

mod/, A —» mod/ A' an equivalence of categories. Then a = DxTT\modP A for

some duality Dx: mod Aop —> mod A'.

Proof. Since Tr: mod Aop —» mod A induces a duality Tr: mod„ Aop -»
Tr a

mod/, A we get a duality ß: mod/, Aop -» mod/, A —» mod/ A'. Since mod/, A"9

is closed under factors and mod/ A' is closed under subobjects, we can use
/      g

Lemma 2.1 to conclude that a sequence 0—»,4—»ZÍ—»C^O with A, B and C
ßg       ßf

in modp Aop is exact if and only if 0 —»• ßC -» ßB —» ßA —» 0 is exact.
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Let A be indecomposable and not projective in mod Aop. If A is injective,

we can show as in Lemma 2.2 that ß(A) is projective since mod/ A' is closed

under subobjects and projective covers, using that A' is hereditary. Assume

next that ß(A) is projective. We will prove that then A is injective. Let /':

A -» B be a monomorphism where B is in mod/, Aop, and consider the exact

sequence 0-»/i—»Z?-»C-»0. Since A, B and C are in mod/, Aop, we know

that ß(i): ß(B) —> ß(A) is an epimorphism, which splits since ß(A) is projec-

tive. Hence /': A -» B is a split monomorphism. Using now the fact that all

monomorphisms /': A —» B in mod/, Aop split we will prove that A is injective.

Lety: AT-»L be an arbitrary monomorphism in mod Aop, and t: K-+A a

morphism. Consider the pushout diagram:

0     -»     K     4     L    -»     L/K    -»    0

4 i II
0   _».   A    \    F   -»   l/â:   -»   o

Since .4 is not projective and Aop is hereditary, there is a decomposition

E = P|UP2 such that Im(s) c Ex and F, has no nonzero projective

summands. Since E and hence Ex is finitely generated, we know that A —» P„

and hence j: A —» P is a split monomorphism. This shows that there is a map

u: L —» y4 such that w/' = i, and it follows that A is injective.

We point out that the above also shows that all indecomposable injectives

in mod Aop are finitely generated. For let A be indecomposable and not

projective, and consider 0 -> ß(K) -» ß(B) -> /?G4) -» 0, where ß(B) -> ß(A)

is a projective cover. Then 0 -* A —» B is exact, and we have just seen that B

is then injective, so the injective envelope of A is finitely generated. Let now S

be simple. If the injective envelope I(S) of 5 is not finitely generated then

there is a finitely generated nonprojective module E such that S C E c I(S).

By the above we know that the injective envelope of E, which is I(S), is

finitely generated, and this is a contradiction. So for every simple module S

the injective envelope of S is finitely generated.

We can now conclude from the above that ß induces a duality between the

finitely generated injective nonprojective Aop-modules and the finitely gener-

ated projective noninjective A-modules. If A and A' have no projective

injectives, this can be extended to a duality £>,: mod Aop-» mod A'. £>,

extends ß since ß preserves exact sequences 0-»,4-»Z?-»C-»0 with A, B

and C in mod/, Aop. This shows that a = DxTt in this case.

If A has a nonzero projective injective, we know that Aop = Tn(K) for a

division ring K. Then mod/, Aop is equivalent to mod Tn_x(K), and we would

get a duality between the finitely generated injective Pn_,(#0-modules and

the finitely generated projective noninjective A'-modules. If A' had no projec-

tive injectives we would get a duality between mod Tn_ X(K) and mod A', and
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get a contradiction. Hence we get that A' = Tm(K'), where clearly n = m and

K' = Kop. Let Q be the projective injective indecomposable A'-module and

let P be the projective injective indecomposable Aop-module. We define

ß(P) = Q- Using an argument similar to that used in Proposition 3.3 one can

extend the restriction of ß to the full subcategory of finitely generated

injective nonprojective Aop-modules to a duality ß from the full subcategory

of finitely generated projective Aop-modules to the full subcategory of finitely

generated projective A'-modules. Then, as in the first case, one can extend ß

to a duality Dx; mod Aop -h> mod A'.

Corollary 5.5. Let A be an hereditary art in tensor ring with duality

conditions, and Cx+ a Coxeter functor. Then C,+ = D,Tr for some duality Dx.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.4, using that C,+ and Z),Tr

take projectives to zero.

Clearly we can not expect more specific information about the duality £>,

unless we have more information about the Coxeter functor C,+ . It would be

interesting to know in general how to describe the duality Dx such that

C,+ = Z>,Tr directly. Actually, the following gives a natural candidate for this

duality D¡.

Let (M, ß) be a realization corresponding to an hereditary tensor ring A

with duality conditions. As before, we denote by Fj the associated division

rings. Then the graph corresponding to Aop has the same number of edges

and arrows, all arrows have opposite direction, and the bimodules are the

same, if we consider a representation as a collection of right F,-spaces. Let

X = (¡X, <Pij) be a representation of (M, ß). We define Y = Z),X to be the

representation (Yt, ¡ify), where yj, = Hom^G-A", FX and ,<//,: UomF(¡X, F¡)

® ¡Mj -» UomF{jX, Ff) is the map that we will describe now. The given map

¡(py. ¡Mj ® jX ^ ¡X gives by adjointness a map ^-»Hom^GAf,, ¡X). Let

then/ E Hom/r(,A", FX m E ,Mj. Then we get the following map from jX to

Fr

jX -». Horn,, (¡Mj, ,X ) ̂  Horn,, (,Af7, Pj) %■ Fp

where m* is the image of m under the bimodule isomorphism ,Af, —»

Hom/r.(Hom/r.GAf-, FX FX There is also a natural definition on morphisms,

in such a way that we get a duality Dx.

We conjecture that Cx = Z),Tr, where Dx is defined as above. In fact, if A

is an artin algebra, this turns out to be the case. To see this we use that

Brenner and Butler have shown that for a particular choice of bimodule

isomorphisms the corresponding Coxeter functor C + is isomorphic to D Tr.

We recall which C+ they consider in [10]. With the previous notation we

assume that the hereditary artin tensor ring A is an algebra over the field K,
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and we fix F,-bimodule isomorphisms t¡: Hom^Fj-, K) -» Pj. Consider the

natural induced isomorphism

Hom^GAf,, K) -» Hom^A/,, HomK(F¡, K)) -» HomF(¡Mj, Pj)

and HomK(¡Mj, K) -» HomF(¡Mj, FX Then the Coxeter functor defined

using the induced isomorphisms HomF(¡Mj, Pj) —» HomF(, Af7, Pj) is isomor-

phic to D Tr [10].

It is not hard to see that the duality determined by the above bimodule

isomorphisms is in fact isomorphic to the ordinary duality D for artin

algebras. Since changing a bimodule isomorphism amounts to composing

D Tr and C + with the same equivalence of categories, we have the claimed

result for artin algebras.

We point out that for hereditary tensor rings with duality conditions, the

collection of isomorphism classes of functors of the form DxTt for some

duality Z), can be larger than the collection of isomorphism classes of

functors Cx+. This will be the case for A if there is an isomorphism t: A —» A

such that the induced equivalence ¡*: mod A -» mod A is not the identity on

simples, because if C,+ and C2 are Coxeter functors then CX(A) and C2(A)

clearly have the same composition factors. For example, consider a field K

and the ring

A =
K

K
K

0
K

0

0
0
K

and let t: A -» A be given by

a 0 0
b c 0
d    0     e

0
e

0

It is not hard to see that / is a ring isomorphism with the required property.

We also point out that for any duality Z>, there is an isomorphism s:

A„ -» A (in the notation of §3) such that D{Tt is isomorphic to a composition

of partial Coxeter functors Fn ■ ■ ■ Fx with the equivalence of categories

mod A„ -» mod A induced by s. This follows from Theorem 3.6. Further we

point out that in the more general case of an hereditary ring with a duality

£>,, we still have the functors Z^Tr: mod A —> mod A, even though the

Coxeter functors C + may not be defined, since their definition is dependent

on a diagramatic description of the rings. In this case, Z),Tr still has the

property that it takes projectives to zero and induces an equivalence of

categories mod/, A —» mod/ A.

More generally, for an artin ring A, not necessarily hereditary, with some

duality Dx, £>,Tr is still defined on objects, but is not in general an equiva-

lence between mod/, A and mod/ A, but between mod A and mod A.
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For an artin algebra A, the ordinary duality D plays a particularly

important role in the theory of almost split sequences, since all almost split

sequences are of the form 0 -» D Tr C -> F -> C -> 0. If A is an artin ring,

not much is known about almost split sequences unless A is of finite type. It

would be interesting to know when almost split sequences exist for hereditary

tensor rings with duality conditions, and if when they do there is a particular

duality Dx such that the almost split sequences are of the form 0 -» Z),Tr C —»

F -» C -» 0. We point out that Ringel has shown that there are hereditary

tensor rings with duality conditions A having an indecomposable module C

in mod A such that there is no almost split sequence 0-»/l —»P-»C-»0in

mod A (see [20]).

To get some more information about what the hereditary tensor rings with

duality conditions look like, we prove the following preliminary result.

Lemma 5.6. Let A be a basic artin ring with a duality Dx and let AZA be a

two-sided injective A-module such that Dx is isomorphic to HomA( , I) (see [1,

Chapter 6]). Let A/r = F, X • • • X F„, and let r/r2 = U ,Af, be a decomposi-

tion into indecomposable bimodules, with notation as before. If soc(Z) and A/r

are isomorphic bimodules, then UomF(¡Mj, F¡) and Hom^-GAf,, Pj) are isomor-

phic bimodules.

Proof. Since Z), = HomA( , I) is a duality, it takes simple modules to

simple modules, and consequently modules of Loewy length 2 to modules of

Loewy length 2. Hence we get that soc(AZ) = HomA(A/r, I) is a semisimple

Aop-module, and consequently soc(AZ) = soc(ZA). Similarly,

HomA(AA/r2, AI) is isomorphic as a bimodule to the submodule L of I

consisting of those elements y in I such that t'y = 0. Since A/r2 has Loewy

length 2, then Z^A/r2) = Hom^A/r2, AZ) is a Aop-module of Loewy length

2. Thus L is contained in the submodule L' of I consisting of those elements

y' such thatyr2 = 0. With a dual argument we prove that L' c L, so L = L'

and we have then a natural isomorphism HomA(AA/r2, AZ) —»

HomA(A/rA, ZA). Consider now the exact sequence of bimodules 0 -» r/r2 -»

A/r2 -» A/r -> 0. This gives rise to the exact sequences

0 -* Hom(AA/r, AZ ) -* Hom(AA/r2, AZ ) -* Hom^r/r2, AZ ) ^ 0

and

0 -» Hom(A/rA, ZA) -» Hon^A/r2, ZA) -* Hom^/r^, ZA) -* 0.

From the above remarks we get induced an isomorphism of bimodules

between Hom/r(,Af,, Fj) and Hom^GAf,, FX

For hereditary tensor rings we now get the following description of when

the duality condition holds.
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Proposition 5.7. Let A be an artin hereditary tensor ring. Then A satisfies

the duality conditions if and only if there is a duality Dx: mod A —» mod A^

such that Dx(AA/r) and A/r are isomorphic bimodules.

Proof. Assume that A satisfies the duality conditions. For fixed bimodule

isomorphisms between the ,-Af- let Dx be the duality after Corollary 5.5. Then

DX(F¡) = HomF(F/, F,-) and F, are isomorphic bimodules, so Z),(AA/r) and

A/r are isomorphic bimodules.

Assume conversely that D^A/r) and A/r are isomorphic bimodules.

Write Dx = HomA( , I), for a two-sided injective A-module I. Dx(AA/r) =

socA(7), so socA(Z) and A/r are isomorphic bimodules. Our desired result

then follows from Lemma 5.6.

It is proven in [9], [13] that the composition factors for the partial Coxeter

functors applied to modulus are given by the symmetries of the Weyl group.

We end this section with a direct proof of this fact, proving that this is the

case for partial Coxeter functors defined on an hereditary algebra A, even

when A is not a tensor algebra.

Let A be an hereditary artin algebra and let Sx, . . ., Sn be an admissible

indexing of the simples of A. Let Gr A denote the Grothendieck group of A

and let [Af ] denote the class of the module Af in Gr A. There is a bilinear

form B: Gr A X Gr A -» Q, where Q denotes the field of rational numbers,

defined as follows. We assume that A is indecomposable, so the center of A is

a field K. Then

P([Af], [A]) =\(dimK(M, N) + dimK(N, M)

-dimKExtlA(M, A) - dim^Ext^A, Af )).

(See [20, §2], [3, §3].) Gr A is a free abelian group, and we fix the basis [Sx],

[S2], . . ., [Sn]. We will then identify Gr A with Z", where Z denotes the ring

of integers. One can then uniquely extend B to a map from Q" X Q" to Q.

Let o¡: Q" -» Q" be the symmetry defined by

B(x, \S¡])
Oi(x) = x - 2     ,:'L '*'[&].

B([Si], [Si])1  ,J

Let P, denote the projective cover for S¡, and let as in § 1 X =

Tr DSUP2U ■ ■ • UP„, T = EndA(A")op and F = (A-, ): mod A -h> mod T. We

now prove the following result.

Proposition 5.8. We keep the above notations. We identify Gr A and Gr T

by means of the map transforming the basis [Sx], . . . , [S„] of Gr A onto the

basis [FiTr Z)S,)/rF(Tr DSX)}, [F(P2)/rF(P2)], . . . ,[F(P„)/rF(Pn)]. Then

[F(M)\ = o-,([Af ]).
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Proof. We assume that A is an indecomposable algebra over the field K. It

is easy to see that we have the following formula:

r     „        "    dim,,(P„Af)r    .

We know from Proposition 2.1 that the indecomposable projective A-modules

are F(Tr DSX), F(P2), . . . , F(P„), and that T = F(Tr DSx)/rF(Ti DSX) is

simple injective.

Since Tr D: mod/ A—»mod/, A is an equivalence of categories and Sx is

not injective we have that dimK(Sx, Sx) = dim^Tr DSX, Tr DSX) =

dim^FCTr DSX), F,(Tr DSX)) = dim^F, T).

On the other hand, dimK(F(P¡), F(Pi)) = dim^P,, P,) for i = 2, . . . , n.

Hence we have

ÏF(M)1= y dimK(E(P¡),F(M))

[l     ^      ¿2dimK(F(Si)/rF(Si),F(Si)/rF(S¡))1  'J

+
dimK(F(TT DSX), F(M))

dim^r, T) W

»   dim/,(P,, Af ) dimj.(Tr P>5„ M)

¿x  dim,,(5,, S,.) L   /J dim^S,,^)     L'J'

Hence

rirfi/M     T^      dim/.(Tr P>5„ Af ) - dimK(Sx, M)
[F(Af)J -[A/] =-dilMSi, Si)-[*i].

Using that P»(Tr P>S„ Af) = ExtA(Af, Sx) (see [6, Theorem 3.3], [3,§1]) we

have that

B(\Sxl TAfl)
[n«)]-[M]-s^;j^j^,]-„<«).

This finishes the proof of the proposition.

Note. In the above proposition we dealt with the functor F = (A", ). Using

the results of the end of §2 about the uniqueness of the partial Coxeter

functor up to equivalence, one can prove that Proposition 5.8 holds for an

arbitrary partial Coxeter functor F But we observe that this does not mean

that if F, F': mod A -» mod T are two partial Coxeter functors, then F(Af )

and F'(Af) have the same composition factors. It means that there is a

permutation ß of the simples of A such that if [F(Af)] = 2"_i n¡[S¡], then

[F'(M)] - 27-1 n,[m))-
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